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Students O.K. Scholarship Fund
By Lindsay Mann
Students voted overwhelmingly last week
to allocate $15,000 from the student activities fee to provide scholarship aid to
Trinity students. They also favored the
creation of an endowment fund.
Five hundred and seventy-six (576) voted
in favor of the allocation, which is effective
for only two years, after which the student
body will reevaluate the question. Six
hundred and twenty (620) students voted for
the creation of the endowment fund, which
awards $8000 in financial aid for two years
and $60,000 to be put into the fund.
The results of the student elections for the
various student-faculty committees and
Mather Hall Board of Governors are printed
below. The winners are in capital letters,
and are listed in the order of their vote
totals.
The first one or two runners-up follow
them. Other candidates may request their
own vole totals from Steve Barkan, the SEC
Elections Committee Chairperson.
A single, double, or triple asterick in-.
dicates the number of automatic recounts
which were taken, due to the outcome's
closeness. The vote total listed in these
cases represents the final recount.

New Officers
Academic Affairs
506 SUSAN CRIMMINS
;!87 MARK FEATHERS.
279 DAVID BARTHWELL
117 Joe Garamella
Academic Dishonesty
Appeals Board
323 HENRY COPELAND
274 TONY PICCIRILLO
254 DAVID BORNN
15 GORDON SMITH
(write-in vote)
Trin. Colleg. Council
382 PETER BASCH
326 STOW WALKER
261 SUSAN CRIMMINS
223 MARK FEATHERS
205 SCOTT SMITH
192 J E F F CLARK
187 BONNIE BERNSTEIN
173*MARTHA COHEN
166* Robin Landy

Board of Inquiry
414 SCOTT SMITH
323 HENRY COPELAND
185 FRANCISCO BORGES

Student Activities
Committee
312 GARY MORGANS
299 MARK FEATHERS
276 STEVE NEWSOME
195 Marcia Speziale
148 Francisco Borges

Curriculum Committee
348 PETER BASCH
306 STOW WALKER
184***SCOTT SMITH
177*** Lindsay Mann

Budget Committee
272 REBECCA ADAMS
265 SUSAN CRIMMINS
216 LINDSAY MANN
185**ROBIN LANDY
179** Norm Luxemburg

Financial Affairs
265 CHARLES E. GOOLEY
Mather Hall
Board of Governors
267 NORM LUXEMBURG
254 J E F F CLARK
251 KIKI COGSWELL
248 DAVID BONO
224 JOHN KLINEHAN
223 MARTHA COHEN
219 RON WEISSMAN
207 GENE SHEN
193 BARRY EHRLICH
190 STEVE NEWSOME
182**DEBBIE HEIDECORN
171** Rebecca Dunn

Board of Reconsider.
515 PETER BASCH
276 PAUL ACAMPORA
232 Marcia Speziale
College Affairs'
270 REBECCA ADAMS
212 RON KAPLAN
21T SUSAN LEWIS
168**REBECCA DUNN
159**Heidi Neubauer

News Analysis

Improve Medical Facilities. But How?"
By Tony Piccirillo

JL

A .Student Executive Committee (SEC)
subcommittee.sampled student opinion on
the College's medical services and to formulate recommendations • as to possible
improvements. The results of this informal
survey point to a difference of opinion
between students and administrators
concerning various aspects of the medical
services.
Although the medical services have been
improved vastly since 1969, many students
said that more improvements are
necessary.
J. Ronald Spencer, dean of community lite
and director of the medical facilities,
suggested providing gynecological services
on a part time basis and joining with theGreater Hartford College Consortium to
provide greater services at a lower cost as.
possible area of improvement. Spencer said
he doubted the usefulness of weekend
coverage when contrasted with the
tremendous increase in cost.
Theodore Lockwood, president of tne
college listed some improvements under
consideration: providing gynecologica
services, a • revision of the birth control
policy, providing V.D. testing and providing
weekend services,
•
Lockwood divided the question of medical
services into student health insurance,
services provided by Trinity at the college,
and the relation of these services to outside
facilities, namely, Hartford Hospital.
Lockwood termed Trinity's services as
"somewhat in the middle of the road" when
compared to similar institutions.
Two women students staying overnight in
the infirmary had specific complaints about
the services and the personnel when interviewed by Peter Basch 74, a member 0.
the SEC subcommittee. The first complained that the doctor "leaves you in the
dark" in regard to your illness and your
treatment and that Dr. Izard had a bad
bedside manner" in his treatment ot her
The second student pointed out that the
lack of weekend services forced her to go to
Hartford Hospital's emergency room and to
pay a twenty-five dollar bill because she
became sick on a Saturday Basch also
pointed out that since the facilities are
closed on weekends, any students staying in
Ihe infirmary are sent back to-their rooms
on Saturday.
•, „
The subcommittee's survey of 53 randomly selected students pointed out several
significant opinions. Of those in f viewed
100% said that the college should provide
weekend services. This contrasts with the
low priority which both Spencer and Lockwood gave" this idea.

.
. . . , , ,
Sixty-fourpercent of the
students
said they
were willing while 17% said they were not
willing to pay an increase in medical fees to
finance additional facilities. Students
suggested a possible increase averaging
around 15 or 20 dollars per year.
The question "do you feel that the doctor
has convenient and adequate consulting
hours?" was answered "yes" by 24% while
50% responded "no". Of those who consulted
with the doctor, 50% were satisfied with the
treatment while 38% were dissatisfied.
The subcommittee also investigated the
quality of medical services at other
colleges. Connecticut College with 1400
students provides weekend service with two
doctors available fourty hours per week.
The infirmary also provides gynecological
services, a contraceptive clinic and inpatient psychiatric treatment.
Other comments elicitted from the
students include a lack of gynecological
services, a lack of a birth control clinic, the
lack of privacy when consulting with the
doctor, the frequency with which one is
referred to outside sources and the crowded
and extremely long waits for the doctor in
the small waiting room.
Sarah Laden, Susan Lewis, Martha
Cohen, Barry Ehrlich and Peter Basch are
the members of the SEC subcommittee
which
is investigating the medical facilities.
Mich is investigating me mcuiuai i«~
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Nurse Ruth Aronson gives a shot to a student in the infirmary. In a
. survey which an SEC sub-committee conducted, all students said the
infirmary should provide weekend services and half of the students said the
doctor does not have adequate and convenient counseling hours.
OOClOruue!) liui n a i c n v ^ u u i l .

Students Must Land Campus Jobs

Students must make their own on-campus
employment arrangements under a plan
adopted by the Financial Aid Office.
The Trinity College Council (TCC) instituted the idea of an "open season" to be
held during the first week of each year at
their last meeting of the year on May 2. The
TCC also approved "in principle" a student
evaluation of student-related
administrators.
According to Robin Wassersug, director of
financial aid, it will be the financial aid
student's responsibility to seek campus
employment. The employer's responsibility,
she said, is to give financial aid students
first priority. Wassersug said the financial
aid office Will notify employers concerning
the names of the financial aid students.
Employers may write those students
whom they want to employ during the
summer, she said. During the "open
season," scheduling and pay arrangements
could be made, she said.
After the "open season," employers can
hire any students to fill their working force,
Wassersug said. She said the financial aid

office will require employers to report the
names of the students whom they hire, the
number of .hours, and the pay rate the
student will receive.
"I believe it would be necessary to set
some kind of maximum on the number of
hours for which students might be employed
so that their total number of earnings might
relate reasonably to their financial need for
employment," Wassersug said,

Wassersug said the only disadvantage to
this sytem is that it might, not have any
controls over situations in which a1 student
changing his schedule would be left without
a job. Otherwise, she said, it removes the
financial aid office from being the middle
man in negotiations between on-campus
employers and student employees. It also
would encourage students to apply to offices
where they most wanted to work, thereby
benefiting the employers by permitting
them to hire students most interested in
working for them, Wassersug said.
This system replaces one in which the

financial aid office assigned students to
various on-campus offices and gave them
the number of hours per week and rate of
pay they would receive per week.
The TCC recommended that President
Lockwood authorize a student evaluation of
student-related administrators. The results
of this evaluation should be provided to the
administrator being evaluated and to his or
her immediate superior, the TCC motion
read. The motion also said the evaluation
should be conducted at least once during
each academic year, beginning with 19731974.
According to the recommendation, the
members of the Committee on Student
Evaluation of Administrators in consultation with the administrators themselves will complete the details of the final
design of the evaluation questionnaire.
The members of the Committee on
Student Evaluation of Administrators are
John Tyler, "73, Andy Wolf, '73, and J.
Ronald Spencer, dean for community life.
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Grades Tend To Go Up In Past Years
By Robin Danziger
According to Edwin P. Nye, dean of the
[acuity, grades at Trinity have been going
up over the past years.
While ten years ago approximately one
third of the grades were in the C range, Nye
said only 10 to 15 per cent are C's today.
Also, although the number of failures has
essentially remained the same, Nye said the
D grade has almost disappeared. By
failures, Nye said he meant anyone who
failed to complete a course satisfactorily,
including those who dropped or took incompletes.
Statistics from the Registrar's office were
available only for the last six semesters. In
that time, no significant differences in grade
distribution.were apparent.
Out of a total of 7,756 courses for which
students were registered for the Christmas
Term of 1972, the distribution of grades was
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as follows: 24% A's; 41 1/2% B's; 14% C's;
2% D's; 1% F's; 10 1/2% Passes; 0%
Failures; 3% Incompletes; and 4% Drops.
(Passes and Failures are for those courses
graded only on a pass-fail basis.)
Out of all the departments at Trinity, the
greatest percentage of A's occurred in the
Biology and Physics Departments, with 41%
and 40 1/2% of the students, respectively,
receiving that grade. The department
giving the most F's was Classical
Civilization, where 3, or 11%, of the students
failed, followed by the Religion Department,
which gave il F's, representing 3% of the
grades in that department.
The statistics for history, the department
with the largest enrollment (831), were as
follows: 24% A's; 46%B's; 13% C's; 2% D's;
1% F's; 11% Passes; 0% Failures; 2% incompletes; and 1% dropped.
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Dogs will be prohibited from the Quad during certain events in
conjunction with the 150th anniversary celebration of the college,
according to J. Ronald Spencer, dean of community life. The
prohibition of Dogs will go into effect during: The Festival of the
Arts, between 1:00 and 5:00 p.m. on May 11; the ceremony at the
Browned statue, between 3:30 and 5:00 on May 16; and the performance of the Hartford Symphony, at 8:30 p.m. on Saturday,
May 19.
If any pets are found on the Quad during those times, their
owners will be charged a $50 fine, said Spencer. He added that
there is enough information on the dogs that almost any campus
dog can be identified.
Spencer said the sponsors of the arts festival felt that dogs on
the Quad would be disruptive,and might cause difficulties for the
performers involved. He said that "the big thing is that we don't
want dogs running around and getting excited during the dancing."
'
As for the presence of dogs on campus next year, Spencer said
that there is certainly a possibility that they will not be allowed
on campus, and there are a lot of pressures both for and against
this. He noted if dog owners behave irresponsibly during the
150th celebration, it will certainly increase the pressure to get rid
of the dogs next year. He added, however, that no final decision
has yet been made.

Lerner Seeks Grad Center
To Increase Faculty Pay

\, .
••%[

Michael P. Lerner, instructor of
philosophy, submitted a proposal to the
faculty which calls for the establishment of
a graduate school in social thought in the
bay area of California, Lerner claimed that
the graduate school would increase the
salary of each trinity professor by 1000
dollars by earning a projected $150,000 a
year.
According to Lerner's proposal, the only
committment by Trinity would be one
professor,(probably Lerner) to head the
school, $6,000 for the first two years, and the
right to grant masters degrees for a
minimum of four years.
The proposal is currently being discussed
by the educational policy committee under
the chairmanship of Robert. Battis,
professor of economics, According to
President Lockwood, the committee will
gather more information about the proposal

and then make a recommendation to the
faculty. Finally, the proposal must be
passed by the Board of Trustees before any
action can be taken on it, Lockwood said.
Lerner said the key to the success of the
program would lie in its ability to attract
top-paying students. He said that in order to
do so, it would have to "project a unique
image of itself as a center for serious intellectual work with an experimental approach to the process of education.''.
He said the- school would proceed
relatively independently from Trinity
College in Hartford. He added that the
school would be intellectually solid and
reflect a high-degree of intellectual
seriousness even though it might be unconventional. Trinity would have the right
not to grant degrees if it thought the school
was not living up to its intellectual standards, Lerner asserted.

If pass-fail grades had been converted to
letter grades, the distribution would have
been as follows I' 9% A's; 47% B's; 33% C's;
9% D's; and 2% F's. This indicates that
students don't slack off as much as might be
expected by their taking a course pass-fail.
Ralph L. Maddry, registrar, offered no
explanation for the upward trend of grades
at Trinity.
Nye, however, suggested a few reasons
for this apparent trend: First, he asserted,
the elimination of required courses, particularly in the math and language departments, could easily account for the higher
grades. Students who were forced to take
these courses, but who lacked the necessary
ability, did poorly and brought the grade
average of the college on the whole clown,
Nye explained.
Second, he said, there has been a national

trend towards the inflation of grades, He
said this may be due to the different attitudes of the younger i; structors concerning the meaning of g ades, and the
different view of wl it grades represent,
Although this has been a generai
phenomenon throughout the country, it has
not been a conscious process, Nye said,
Ik: said this trend has lessened the ability
to discriminate between students. The B
grade doesn't mean as much as it once did,
since many grades which onse would have
been C's, haves now been infl :ted to B's, he
asserted, lie said that this auld hurt some
students more than it would help others.
Finally Nye suggested students are
working harder, lie .said worn n, especially,
are more diligent in their we *k than men,
and their conscientiousness, may have
contributed to (he upward trend in grades.

Corp To Run Bookstore
The Follett Corporation, which has signed
a three-year contract with the College, will
have a representative on campus May 14-15
to buy used books from students.
Under the Follett Corporation, which will
begin management June 1, the bookstore
will continue to provide a check cashing
service, speciai book order service, and
similar refund and exchange policies, In
addition, they will sell used books, when
available.
According to Del A. Shilkret, dean for
student services, the corporation can do
bulk buying, and therefore items such as
paper, notebooks, and pencils, may be
cheaper.
After June I, Laundry tickets will no
longer be sold in the bookstore. After that
date the tickets will be available at the
Mather Hall Front desk.
Shilkret will serve as .liaison between
Follett and the College community. He said
Follett would like to have a Bookstore Advisory committee, consisting of three
students, two faculty members, dean for
student services, and the Bookstore
manager. The Student Executive Committee agreed that he may appoint the first
three student members, Shilkret added.
Students will elect future members each
spring, he said. Any student who is interested, he said, should contact him,

This is the TRIPOD's last
issue

of the year.

According to James Finklestein, chairman of the Student Activities Committee,
Follolt has promised to jjivo the Student
Activities Fund \>$% of (heir profits at
Trinity.
Part-time student help will continue to
supplement the full-time staff, and financial
aid recipients will continue to be given
preference, in keeping with past, policy.
Applications arc available in the
bookstore for a full-time, summer or a part
lime '73-'74 position. Follett has already
hired one student on a full-time basis for the
summer and another for a part-time
position during the 1973-74 year.
Marion and Penn, assistant manager and
manager of the bookstore, will retire in late
June after 14 years of service. Mary Lyons,
cashier, will continue to work in the
bookstore and Patricia Kurlansky
secretary, will continue to work for w
college.

Correction
Last week in our page one story offfhc
library decision, we inadvertently
misinterpreted a statement by Alan
Henson. We quoted him as saying that
Dean Shilkret was "anti-white" and a
•racist. Mr. Henson has noted that he
actually said the dean was "pro-black"
and practiced "racial favoritism."

"Susie Mae" Offers Loans
In an attempt to help students finance the
costs of their post-secondary education,
Connecticut has established a secondary
market for student loan.
Susie Mae, code name for, the Connecticut
Student Loan Secondary Market, has been
operative since mid-July and has enabled
banks in many towns and cities in the state
to provide loans to eligible students without
limitations.
Banks and other financial institutions
make the educational loans to eligible
students, and then Susie Mae purchases the
loans at their face value. The banks are paid
a service fee for lending money to students;
the loans are bought from the bank and
more loans become available with less

restrictions.
Susie Mae purchased student loans from
Connecticut financial institutions totaling
$7,257,500, during the week of April 14, according to State Treasurer Robert I. Berdon. Loans purchased from lenders in this
period were those made to students between
March l, 1973 and August 31, 1973. Laons
made to students between September 1,1972
and February 28, 1973 were purchased by
Susie Mae this month in the amount of
$3,301,953.56.
Robin J. Wassersug, director of Financial
Aid, said this program is one of many
possible programs available to the Trinity
student and it is a good program and is
successful at Trinity.

Kirkpatrick To Head IDP
Frank Kirkpatrick, assistant professor of
religion, has been named head the Independent Degree Program (IDP) for the
next two years, according to Robert Oxnam,
assistant professor of history and current
director of the IDP.
Kirkpatrick said there are no immediate
changes planned in the program, but certain
policies of the program will be re-evaluated,
including one that currently restricts the
IDP from juniors and seniors.
Five new applications for admission to the
program are presently being reviewed,

Kirkpatrick said. The program currently
has 14 people, he said. He added that two of
these are Trinity freshmen, and the rest are
sophomores and residents of the community.
As a member of the planning and coordination committees which originally set up
the IDP, Kirkpatrick has been actively
involved in the program, he said. I
recognize that there are problems in the
program which are difficult and delicate,
he said.
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College 1o Admit Fewer Freshmen

By Anne Corneel

W. Howie Muir, Director of Admissions,
.said this year Trinity sent out 164 fewer
acceptances than it did last year to avoid the
over-enrollment of last year. Also, transfer
applicants will not be accepted or rejected
until next year's freshman class has been
drawn up,
Muir, in an interview with the Tripod,
predicted that one problem Trinity will face
is attracting fee-paying students with
credentials which measure up to the standards Trinity would like to maintain.
Muir gave the following admissions
statistics: Trinity sent out 1,002 acceptances
compared to 1,166 for last year. There were
650 men and 352 women accepted, compared
to 722 men and 444 women last year, On the
waiting list are 225 people.
The number of new students Trinity is
shooting for is 475, which includes 420 freshmen and 55 transfers. Last year, a total of
495 new students were enrolled; 440 of them
were freshmen and 55 transfers.
Muir stated 150 (or 18-20%) of next year's
student body will end up on financial aid
provided entirely by Trinity. This, however,

Photo by Alex Trocker

does not include aid given by other agencies,
such as the National Merit Scholarship
program, Muir said.
There were 297 men and 198 women admitted last year. The'same ratio will apply
to entering students this year. For both
years, there were approximately 1,500 male
applicants and 1,000 female applicants to
Trinity.
When asked why the male-female ratio of
students is set at 1,000 men to 650 women,
Muir gave several reasons. First, he said
the trustees, all of whom are men, want to
preserve this quota because they want
Trinity to have enough athletes to be
competitive in sports. In addition, they fear
if men and women applicants were given
equal evaluation, more women would be
accepted than men, continued Muir.
The result of this would most likely be a
reduction in alumni contributions, which are

low to begin with, because women do not
earn as much money after graduation as
their male counterparts, he said.
According to Muir, a little over 50
members of so-called "minority groups"
were admitted this year, the vast majority
of whom are Blacks. Last year, between 30
and 40 blacks were admitted, Muir continued. He said not many Puerto Ricans
applied to Trinity, which is why only a small
number were accepted.
More people from minority groups are
qualified for admission to Trinity, Muir
said. According to Muir, there is a growing
Black middle class, and consequently there
are more Blacks who can afford a college
education. Muir added that now "the sights
of academic advisors are raised" and they
give the same encouragement to all their
advisees to prepare for college.
Muir said he would guess that one-half or
more of all those who had college interviews

were accepted by Trinity. He said interviews are not a decisive factor in the
college's admissions policy. Interviews
serve as "an exchange of information", not
as a way of finding out what kind of a person
the prospective applicant is, Muir stated.
Muir asserted that Trinity needs "wellqualified, fee-paying students", but that
these are getting harder to find. Some
students who could make a valuable contribution to the college community and who
can afford high tuition rates opt for Ivy
League colleges instead of going to Trinity,
Muir explained.
At Trinity and all over the country,
standards have been lowered because the
need for money overwhelms the desire to
have outstanding students, Muir said. He
suggested a possible solution would be more
federal funding of colleges, which mighty
involve a transfer of aid from public to
private educational institutions.

•New Poli Sci Head

Hendel Takes Sabbatical
Samuel Hendel, professor and chairman
of the political science department, announced that Ranbir Vohra, professor at the
University of Calgary in Canada, will take
over as chairman of the political science
department next year. Hendel will take a
sabbatical leave next semester and resume
•teaching in the Trinity term.
Hendel described Vohra's record as
"distinguished". Vohra has studied at
Government College in Lahore, Pakistan,
Peking University in China, and Harvard
University.
Vohra is recognized as an expert on East
Asian affairs, said Hendel. He noted Vohra
headed the Chinese Broadcasting Unit of
External Services for all India Radio for a
number of years. Vohra also taught at
Harvard University and at the University of
Calgary.
While on sabbatical, Hendel plans to trace
the history and development of academic
freedom in Western Europe and Japan.
Hendel described his work as seeking to
determine the nature of academic freedom
in light of a professor's supposed right to
practice the first amendment without th«

fear of losing his teacher's position.
Handel said he wants to find the
philosophical rationale behind academic
freedom, the limitations, if any, imposed on
academic freedom, the practices designed
to implement this goal, and how these
practices protect, if at all, against scholarly
mediocrity and incompetency. Hendel said
his study "will obviously lead to a set of
personal conclusions and recommendations" to the college.
Hendel said "academic privilege is indispensable to colleges and universities if
they are to function as centers of uncoerced,
independent, critical, and creative
thought."
Hendel's recent publications include "The
Duty to Reveal and the Duty to Conceal",
concerning confidential sources, which
appeared in the May, 1973 issue of Change
magazine. Also released this year were The
Soviet Crucible: The Soviet System in
Theory and Practice (fourth edution) and
Basic Issues of American Democracy
(seventh edition).
Photo by Abby Collier

Samuel Hendel

W. Howie Muir
Smiling Fingerpoppers

By Lloyd Wolf

Outerspace

The Trinity community was treated to an
afternoon of beer and music this Sunday.
Although three other fine bands (Thin Air,
Sloth, and the American Revolution) also
played, the highlight of the otherwise
overcast afternoon was Outerspace, a band
composed of a bunch of ex-Trinity students
who are now trying to make their lives and
living playing music.
Outerspace is not a new band. A nucleus
consisting of some of the present members
was formed in early 1968, and was dubbed
"Gasoline." During the next two years,
Gasoline underwent a series of personnel
and musical changes, until they had lost so
much direction that their continued
existence as a band looked doubtful.
However, at the end of 1970, some of
Gasoline's old members were requested to
play a gig atTrinity. Although they were not
actually functioning as a band, they were in
need of bread, and without benefit of
practice decided to play anyway. With the
help of Elliot (Fred) Osborn they went on,
and to their surprise, the resulting music
sounded promising, giving the musicians a
glimpse at possible musical directions that
they could work towards. After a few more
sessions together, Outerspace (then the
Outerspace Blues Band) coalesced in a
formal way. After a summer of what has
been described by one of their friends as
"one of the great Crazies," they decided to
continue seriously their careers as
musicians. Osborn left for a year-long
journey to Africa, while the rest of the
members concentrated on functioning as a
band and refining their musical skills. They
managed to do this to a considerable degree
despite the fact that they all were still attending Trinity as full-time (?) students.
During their last year here they picked up
three accompanying musicians (Boo, Okie,
and Heavy Fred on percussion, sax, and
pedal steel) but these members have since
gone their own merry ways.
As of today, Outerspace consists of five
musicians-and a- bunch of Jnends John
(Chubby) Moses, plays a tight-wnsted lead
euitar that wails and darts more and more

in his own style. Chub is the musical standout of the group, and provides a very
professional and technically competent
series, of licks and moods to the band's total
sound. Elliot Osborn and Wailin' Dave
Robinson handle the vocals and rhythmic
guitar backup. Both have refined their
singing style to the point where the band has
its own particular vocal sound. Wailin
Dave's guitar work has improved and
become more full, filling up the holes that
sometimes found their way into Outerspace's music in their Trinity College days.
Chief is the drummer. Although he no longer
provides as entertaining a visual show as
before (he doesn't drink beer with one hand
while keeping up a semblance of beat with
the other), he, at his snattily-altired
drumset, provides a far stronger and more
intricate sound than he did even a year ago.
John Koehler, the bassist who manages and
constructs their "Klondike-special"
equipment, has also improved greatly since
the band began to make their living as
musicians. They are managed by Eric
Weiss, who tries to keep tabs on the complicated and nagging problems of money
and equipment the band faces in their
constant travelling from gig to gig, Don
Pugh, who handles their large sound
system, also travels with them as does a
family of exuberant and friendly roadies.
The transition from student to
professional musician has been interesting
for the individual band members. Their life
consists of travel from place to place around
New England with stops in their communal
home in Lennox, Massachusetts. They often
play for rather small amounts of money,
considering their experience and talent as
showmen and musicians, in the bar, club,
college, and fraternity circuit. Recently
they have been making plans to move, do
more playing in the Boston area, which has
an established club-circuit and a high
density of colleges. It was in the Boston area
that Outerspace cut their first studio tape,
and where they may possible soon cut
another. They will probably not do a record
soon, hoping to hone their individual sound
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and technical skill further, rather than
cutting a disk which inadequately displayed
their capabilities or which exposed them
into the highly competitive record market
before they are ready.
It should be pointed out that several of the
band members are rather tall, while it has
been said that, again, some of them aren't
really. This may have something to do with
the fact that Klondike has not become the
Indian of the group, even in the face of the
continued astral malingering of the rest of
the band. But that is neither here, nor there.
It only has relevence in the light of postHegelian Immaterialism and the sayings of
the Hidden Kathulos. See the most recent
Dr. Strange for further information and five
new secret clues.
The band still plays the same general type
of country-rock and blues that they began
playing a few years back, but they have
gotten far better at it. There is also a hint of
jazz in some of their jams, although most of
thebands'music is rather tightly chordally
structured. They feel that music is more
important than straight entertainment, and
have dedicated themselves to producing
their own interpretation of it rather than the
Top 40 styles that are more popular with
many booking agents (and paying
audiences). The band is honestly trying to
evolve a sound that is distinctly their own.
They still do borrow extensively from the
Grateful Dead, but they do so far less than in

the past. Chubby sounds less like Jerry
Garcia than ever before - he is sounding
increasingly like Chubby. It is true that a lot
of bands play music in the same relative
genre as Outerspace, but I have heard only a
few bands, and these are extremely firstrate, that play country-rock and country
blues much better. As Outerspace evolves,
they get better and better, and play more
like Outerspace than they do like other
bands. This dedication and searching for
musical quality is highly admirable and as
evidenced by their proficiency, has paid off.
Outerspace has been through a fair
number of changes, probably most importantly their decision to make music their
life and their present striving to make it,
Being a rock-and-roll band is not an easy
thing to be. There is a tremendous amount of
able and dedicated competition. There are
the hassles of the road, of unresponsive
audiences, of just plain living, and of dealing
with promoters. The hardest part may be
maintaining one's personal and artistic
integrity and of honestly forging ahead
musically. Outerspace seems to be going
somewhere despite the rather unusual (for
the mass of non-musicians) conditions that
structure their new life. They remain, in
Elliot's words, a "bunch of country boys
with mud between their toes, music in their
ears, and fingers in their noses." How true.
How incredibly true indeed.
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Final Production
66
By Joel Kemelhor

Thoreau" Neat, Slick

Henry David Thoreau was a sincere 19th
century college kid who turned on to nature,
dropped out of the System, and at the last
found himself through anti-war activism. At
least, that's how Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee view their subject in THE
NIGHT THOREAU SPENT IN JAIL, which
was given three performances at Austin
Arts this past weekend. The play is neatly
constructed and argued slickly. Lawrence
and Lee, like good historical wholesalers,
supply everything from poetics ("You are
the thunder-cloud") to comic relief
("Waldo" Emerson in his night-cap). Of the
many Thoreau quotes suitable for photposter inscription, only "Most men lead
lives of quiet desperation" was missing. Yet
ultimately THE NIGHT THOREAU SPENT
IN JAIL irks. Its parallels between
Thoreau's America and ours bind,
In their zeal to equate Viet Nam with the
Mexican War, Lyndon Baines Nixon with
James Knox Folk, or sentimental good will
with social consciousness, the authors
smother the show in topicality. Most political
plays have a half-life less than that of cotton
candy; they are puffed with purpose, spun of
sugary intentions. In a short time, what
remains of quiddity sticks to the actors'
chins in the form of unintentionally funny
lines.
The text of THOREAU offers burgeoning
metaphor ("Where I am a briar patch, he is
a garden"), neurological advice ("You need
another brain tossing on the pillow beside
you"), vexing questions ("Can your fish...put out fires?"), even an anachronistic
reference to "the Blacks."
The play is largely written as a succession
of two-character scenes done in flashbacks
from the jail cell where, in 1848, the hero
was briefly locked up for refusing to pay his
poll tax. In addition, several crowd scenes
, present the citizens of Concord to the depth
of wallpaper, In a fantasy sequence,
Thoreau's military and personal traumas
combine in a Mexican War fandango (Old
Fuss 'n Feathers meets Freud) that shows
us little beyond another brain tossing on a
pillow.

Director George Nichols said he hoped the
finale of THOREAU -- a slow crescendo of
different drum music as the hero transcends
his past and marches offstage -- would
encourage the audience "to think." The lack
of a curtain call puzzled the Friday night
throng, but we kept our thoughts to ourselves. In his pacing of the play, Mr, Nchols
was himself a bit secretive; If the action is
somehow resolved in Henry David's
decision that "I must leave Walden," that

turn was played too close to the chest. We the rum job of putting over a character who
weren't shown that the night spent in jail is onstage for two hours, chatters like a
magpie, yet remains undeveloped. That
had been significant.
In thier breezy approach to the script, Bingham's Thoreau was amusing and
some THOREAU cast members appeared a likeable is perhaps due as much to personal
few steps ahead of their director. While the traits as to acting ability. Whatever its
play isn't yet (as one viewer suggested) source, his presence was appreciated, and
"camp," it does require a kind of earnest he is forgiven •- nay, commended - for
good humor that could be heard in many line swallowing some of his words,
deliveries.
As Ralph Waldo Emerson, Peter Arnoff
Geoffrey Bingham, in the title part, had handled his comic bits deftly, and at other
times opted for the sad self-awareness that,
presumably, comes upon middle-aged men
of intelligence. What was missing, even in
flashback, wan any vital spark of the orator.
Ktnwson who thrilled Thoreau at Harvard,
or the schoolmaster Emerson who
terrorized such grammar school pupils as
Richard Homy Dana.
Tin1 play is no more friendly to women
than was Thoreau in his lifetime. Coping
(variably) with the roles of Kmerson's wife
and Henry's almost-fiancee were,
respectively, CJwen Parry and Susan Lewis.
1 enjoyed Miss Lewis's expression as she
listened to Henry's discourse; on transcendentalism -- tho face of u sweet girl
plagued by a harmless derelict as she waits
for her bus. In a bit part, Carol Livingston
hilariously stood up for the nasty side of
Concord womanhood.
Henry's cherished brother John was
played by Steven Triggs, as sharp a pencilfactory worker as you could find this side of
Morcutio. John Lobeaux proved a better
Concord vagrant than he'd been a Parmese
physician. Richard Secunda, possibly
depressed to find his name misspelled in the
program, was a shade to gee-whiz put-upon
as the jailer,
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The technical production was much less
elaborate than the one at Arena Stage in
Washington (THOREAU'S first professional
mounting), but then, two years have shown
this to be a less interesting drama than its
authors imagined. Jerome Johnson supplied
the special lighting effects for the fantasy
sequence, which Len Cowan directed along
the eerie lines of a wax museum animation.

In Retrospect

Looking Forward
By Danny Freelander
One cannot help but notice the impressive
increase of serious musical performances
on the Trinity campus this year. And along
with this increase has come a realization
that their is a real student demand for these
kind of performances. While the Budget
Committee pours thousands of dollars into
MHBOG to sponsor activities which are
sporadically attended, the POSTLUDES
series carries on week after week before
respectible and often overwhelming
audiences. No one has ever offered to pay
Trinity students for their POSTLUDES
performances, yet students are still willing
to work, prepare and perform for their
fellow students. Here we have found a nice
balance between informal entertainment
and serious performance.
The interest shown in serious music at
Trinity should be enough to force the Office
of Student Services and its multiple set of
deans to realize that their time might be
equally well spent scheduling and
organizing some activities outside of those
sponsored by MHBOG. If these administrators don't believe the interest
exists, they might do well to attend a
POSTLUDE or two.

I make these comments only because the
future of the POSTLUDES series is in doubt.
SMAT (Students for Music at Trinity) has
been forced into a situation where its
primary role has become the scheduling and
running of POSTLUDES. The Music
Department has neither the manpower nor
the time to become involved in the weekly
running of these activities, and students
should not be expected to do the jobs that
rightfully belong to administrators. Let
SMAT become a special interest group for
musicians at Trinity, and spend its budget
bringing in activities that will benefit its
membership, and let the offices of student
services provide those administrative
services for us.
• ;
Of late I have become more and more
convinced that music and the arts in general
do have an essential role to play in the
Trinity curriculum. My attitude, though,
extends only to an integrated approach to
the; arts, not to performance oriented one.
Trinity is not, nor should it become a
professional school. The arts can only
justifiably exist at Trinity if a balance is
struck between theory and practice. Performance as an end belongs in a conservatory or professional school, but with a

good rooting in the history and theory of an
art, performance can become an essential
and desireable part of that study. Trinity's
arts programs exist to give their students
that rooting, and a logical outcome of that
teaching is performance. But neither one
can logically exist at Trinity without the
other.
If the college is willing to admit that the
arts do have a basic role to. play in our
liberal arts curriculum, than traditional
teacher distribution attitudes will have to
change. Music and Theatre Arts cannot
hope to offer well integrated programs with
only two faculty members per department.
Currently, each department attempts to
muddle through and offer the student the
best balanced program it can. Both
programs succeed admirably, but only
because those faculty members are willing
to take on responsibilities and teaching
loads far in excess of counterparts in any
other department. If Trinity continues
billing itself as a school with good arts
departments, than the college must stand
ready to staff those programs with adequate
personnel to offer the kind of major consistent with the Trinity curriculum

Widener Gallery

Student Art
A student exhibit illustrating the newly
reorganized studio art program, initiated by
George Chaplin (shown left), is now open at
the Austin Arts Center through May 26th
The aim of the exhibit is to show the
problems set in various courses during the
year and the variety of solutions offered
The result, as Michael Mahoney explained, not only demonstrates the
program, but even more significantly
vividly illustrates the oftentimes startling
progress and inventiveness of a student's
work over the arc of one year."
Graduating art majors will have their
works shown for Commencement in the
lobby in conjunction with the rest of the
show. There will be no official opening but
rather a closing reception for Fine Arts
majors, their friends and family during the
afternoon of Commencement.

Announcements
Goodwin Theatre
Mildred Dunnock will read the poems and
letters of Emily Dickinson on Tuesday evening,
May 8, at 8:15 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre.
Admission is $2.00.

Nu Gamma Gamma
Red Cross, a one-act play by Sam Shepard,
will be presented in Nu Gamma Gamma in the
Basement of Jackson on Wednesday and
Thursday, May 9th and 10th at 8:00. Mitch
Karlan plays a physical fitness nut plagued by
fleas while Ann Egbert and Wendy Wheeler
supply hypochondriacal hysteria over skiing in
the Rockies and drownings on beds. Stephen
Roylance is the director.

Constitution Plaza
Live Theater will play a major role in the
events planned for this year's Greater Hartford
Civic and Arts Festival, which extend for ten
days this year, from June 1-10. If you'll be in
Hartford, do plan on coming!!

Atheneum
Two Hartford area women will be giving
special tours of the exhibit, "African Art from
the Wagstaff Collection" at the Wadsworth
Atheneum on three Saturdays in Way, May 5,
12, and 19, The public is invited and there is no
charge for admission to the tour.

Field House
The Trinity Pipes will be making th<?ir annual campus appearance in a concert this
Saturday night at 7:00, near the field house.

"Lear" At Yale Rep
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Disgusting And Trite

By Nita Krevans

Edward Bond's Lear, currently at the
Yale Rep, confronts its audience with the
question, "can a modern allegorical tragedy
mix pseudo-Shakespearean soliloquoys,
every political stero-type known to modern
literature, and truly disgusting violence?"
Those who didn't walk out in the middle can
answer definitively: No.
The play opens with Lear inspecting the
wall he has enslaved his country to build "My wall will make you free." His summary execution of a workman who caused
an accident precipitates his daughters' plot;
they marry Lear's enemies and stage a
successful revolt. After capturing and
imprisoning Lear, they begin to tear down
the wall.
Act II begins with Lear's trial, a poor
imitation of the abdication scene in Richard
II. The mad Lear is given a mirror and
allowed to lament over his reflection: "No,
that's not the king... This is a little cage of
bars with an animal in it." Meanwhile, a
rebellion springs up, led by Cordelia, widow
of the boy who sheltered Lear before his

capture. Late in Act II they seize power, put
out Lear's eyes, and release him. Then the
oppressed masses are set to work rebuilding
the wall.
Lear settles out in the country, where he
becomes a sort of Charlie Reich, and
eventually Cordelia commands him to cease
bis subversive speeches. Then, like Oedipus
and Nathan Hale all rolled into one, he has a
young girl lead him to the wall, climbs to the
top, and strikes a few blows with a pickaxe
in a symbolic attempt to destroy it before he
is shot.
As if this plot weren't trite enough, Bond
gives his characters lines like these: "Take
me back to my prison. We are freer there"
•(II:ii); "Now I have all the power... and I'm
a slave" (II:v); "Truth without power is
always dangerous"; "Freedom's not an
idea, it's a passion!" (Ill:ii>.. Lear's
soliloquoys are even worse, a blend of
Shakespeare and I Never Promised You a
Rose Garden.
In fact, the plot is simply a frame for three
acts of continuous shootings and beatings,
plus a rape, an autopsy complete with
viscera, Lear's blinding (using a scientific

machine which looks like a left-over prop to have no consistent conception of Lear at
from A Break in the Skin), and - most all. Neither does the costumer, Jeanne
sickening of all - even a 'deafening': Button, who casts Lear in every political
Bodice, the older daughter, punctures role from fur-hatted Stalin in overcoat
Lear's minister's ears with her knitting (beneath red banners, yet) to ponchoed
needles; "I'll just poke these in and out a prophet, attired in California Organic. Both
little. Doodee, doodee, doodee, doo" (I:iv). costumer and director are at their worst in a
We are spared his screams, since his tongue ghost scene, in Lear's prison, where his
has already been cut out - offstage, sur- daughters glide in as their younger selves
prisingly enough.
dressed in long crepy sheets which they
Bond declares in his preface, "I write writhe around in like children on Halloween.
about violence as naturally as Jane Austen
If the Rep has staged a half-hearted
wrote about manners. Violence shapes and production of a trite play, that is too bad.
obsesses our society, and if we do not stop But if they have intentionally structured the
being violent we have no future." Perhaps, play as a confrontation between the
then, the cliched plot and: stereo-typed audience and violence, removing al]
characters are meant to leave the audience mediating elements of drama, then that is
with nothing to focus on save the violence. far more serious. For, as. one play-goer
Director David Giles, at any rate, seems remarked, by piling on the gore the play
to subscribe to this theory. The per- alienates us not from violence - as is Bond's
formances he elicits are far below Rep intention -- but from itself, and from Bond.
standards, and Donald Davis, the only One canonly hope that Lear will not alienate
character who isn't completely flat, seems anyone from the Rep,

By Jill Silverman
In response to the letters of Ms. Lundy,
Hahn and Morse that appeared in the last
Tripod I would address the following.
A review is the expression of one man's
personal opinion. It is not a news article in
its intent or conception, but hopefully one
observer's reflections and analysis of any
performance. My review of the student
dance concert was not in any way an attempt to report in a general way what had
happened in Unit D - it was a personal
critique.
I left the event with a troubled conscience;
I knew that only 500 words would appear in
the Tripod and I debated exactly what approach to take with my review. I realized
that, on the whole, most of the audience had
enjoyed the evening, but I had not; with the
exception of Callings I found the program
uninspiring. Now the problem arose: what
do you write about a student concert that left
you cold — I decided that in the 500 words I
would discuss Callings, a fine example of
student choreography that succeeded in
almost every way, and the other two pieces
that were unusual in the fact that they were
conceived and presented in the space of Unit
D — these of course were the pieces by Risa
Jaroslow and Wendy Peron. In making this
kind of a decision I realized that five other
works were left unmentioned; but I felt it
was better "to leave my rather violent
criticism out of the review than start in with
technical analysis that would mean
something only to the people who had
worked on the pieces. I frankly felt the
student works antithetical to the location of
the concert, they were boring and interesting only in the sense that they were
student works — I somehow felt that the

students might have benefitted more from a
workshop situation where comment and
criticism from the audience could have
become a part of the experience. As composition and choreographic assignments the
student works should not have been
presented with the other pieces in-Unit D; a
short description of these works appeared in
the letter of Ms. Hahn and Morse so I will not
repeat them here. I might add that if the
dancers were so concerned with press
coverage of all the pieces and their creators
they might have written an article
describing every piece etc. to have appeared the issue before the concert. It is not
the place of a review to regurgitate a
program.
To the issue of my "irrelevant" reference
to Merce Cunningham in a Tripod review I
daresay if a reader doesn't recognize the
name of one of the most important figures in
dance it might spark his curiosity and
prompt a bit of research; furthermore since
when is it "irrelevant" to refer to a well
known artistic figure if his style is
noticeable in the works of another artist.
Now to the discussion of my "vague, noninformative generalizations"- in an article
of 500 words there is neither the space or the
necessity to pull apart someone's
choregraphy bit by bit. Regroup did strike
me as a banal piece of choreography. The
idea was not futile enough to transcend the
souless movement. It seemed intellectually
founded in concepts that became lethargic
after the first few minutes. Skipoff was
equally repetitious in its own way. In both
cases the choreography never escaped that
level of containment through con(Continued on Page 11)

WHO IS MAHARICHAS CREESUS?
NAME: Maharichas Creesus
AGE: IS
OCCUPATION: Master of Perfect Truth
MIDDLE NAME: Lester
FAVORITE COOKIE: Gaucho
HOBBIES AND INTERESTS: Speaking in front of large groups; Flying on American airplanes across the Atlantic; Dressing up; Eating.
FAVORITE AMERICAN EXPRESSION: "She gots nice iugs"
FAVORITE CARD GAME: Acey-deucy
NICKNAME: "Porky"
FAVORITE EPISTEMOLOGICAL JOURNAL: Grit
LAST MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE: Beat Death at chess
LAST BOOK READ: The Perfect Truth About Weight Control
GENERAL GOALS: Seeks admission to Harvard; Companion to share perfect truth; Meet the
Beatles.
SCOTCH: Dewar's White Label.

Poet's Corner

Student One Acts

Trippingly On The Tongue

Vernal Disease
By Swalbr

On Wednesday evening, May 16th, a
student directed double bill will be
presented in the Goodwin Theater as part of
the 150th Anniversary Celebration. Aron
Pasternack will direct Tom Eyen's "Sarah
B. Divine", a wild and outrageous musical
biography of Sarah Bernhardt, which will
feature three Sarahs, sex on a coffin,
footlights, and a surprise, all in all, a odd bit
of musical stage-craft that will set many
interesting technical precedents in the
Trinity theater. The legendary rotteness of
Denmark will then be explored in Stephen
Fischer's production of "Ham-Omelette" by
Charles Marowitz. Elsinore and the noble
prince are ripped apart and reglued with
stunning method to the madness. Curtain is
at 8:15. Admission is free. Refreshments
will be served during the interval courtesy
of A. Wolf, Enterprises, Unlimited.
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The cast of Sarah B. Divine.

Spring, fever
from out the boxed-in mattress
of a darker now decaying delight
Wake, the dead
heads of carboned sand
crystals of pale loosed mimicry
Do, it
Do, it
something all you I
know not whats/ (push your -pathy
to-poplexy)
Pop
your eyes open in
spring time
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Summer Reading
On page seven today the TRIPOD features two columns
by participants in the library dispute. We think the
columns raise some highly significant points about the
nature of a college community and about the nature of
relations between Blacks and Whites.
It's food for thought. Certainly the columns are explosive, But we are not convinced that all is lost. The
Trinity college communities have shown that they are
pretty willing to stay off each other's toes. And here we are
not simply refer ing to the Black and White communities
but also to the poor and rich communities, the Christian
and Jewish communities and so on.
In fact this week the College communities of poor and

rich showed an amazing ability to see the mutuality of
their interests and so approved a scholarship fund. Maybe
the same thing can happen in some areas between the
Black and White Communities.
Perhaps you disagree. Well the columns are there for
you to judge. Neither reflects the editorial position of the
Tripod and we take no responsibility for their more controversial assertions. After all we are the only forum for
student opinion in this college. We must print unpopular or
controversial things at times. Whether you agree or
disagree, are insulted or elated, here it is -- the words are
now yours to think about, to contemplate, to apply...
Have a good summer.

Letters
'wrong tree'

'care'

To the Editor:
' t o the Editor, •
With regard to the article published in last
On first seeing Steve Barkan's column this
week (Barkan Up the . . . .Wrong Tree), I week's Tripod entitled "New Courses, New
was struck. Could it be that he has finally Profs Announced," a reference was made to
seen the error of his ways? Could it be that one of my colleagues which was neither
he has realized that the way to look at accurate nor sensitive. I would suggest that
politics is not emotionally, but rationally? in the future, if you continue t<, report on
After reading several lines, I perceived that faculty matters, you do so with a good deal
this had not been the case. After completing more care.
the article, I wondered just what has been
Sincerely,
Susan F. Pomerantz
the wrong tree he's been barking up.
Instructor in Religion
The first intimation was given by his
confession of having come to Trinity
"politically unaware". One need not be an
expert social analyst to see that -•? if it is not
the most pervasive influence - liberalism
(and all that comes with it) is surely the
most attractive of doctrines if one is looking To the Editor:
To be truthful, I have to say that the
for a cause. This results from its not being
registration
I have just gone though is
simply a way of understanding politics, but
a way of life-almost a religion, certainly a ridiculous. In the "Courses for Instruction",
therapeutic one. It gives us security in being there is a history course that needs no
part of a group with similar feelings and permission from the teacher, no prelifestyle and it provides us with means for requisites, no maximum number of
assuaging our collective guilt (at being rich, students. At registration I find out that I
intelligent, financially ambitious and/or need a permission slip to register for the
generally privileged). When I read of Mr. class--I don't have one, so the course gets
. Barkan's involvement in the Cambodia crossed off my schedule. Now I have to wait
strike, itoccured to me how much harder it for September to change my schedule and
would have been not to participate, not to go go through the change of course baloney.
along with everybody else. And being This happened to several people while I was
arrested --- Golly, gee, were you really there-I'm glad they are as incensed as I am.
Why not make it specific in the "Course of
arrested? How exciting! And in the name of
Instruction" book whether a student needs a
justice and humanity, too. Wow!
permission slip or not? It rules out a lot; of
I don't mean to condemn Mr. Barkan or guess work for the student and makes
his motives. I happen to think he is sincere registration a breeze.
in his beliefs and I'm happy to see there are
Jay Morgan , '75
still people of conscience around. The only
point I want to make is that coming to a
political awareness should not be a question
of acquiescing to the community. It's just
not cool to say yeah, I support Nixon, yeah, I
think this country is great while someone is To the Editor:
handing you a joint. One's opinions are
I was very disappointed upon scanning the
meaningful only if fair consideration has May 1 Tripod that there was no mention of
been given to the opposing opinions.
two superb synchronized performances by a
I thought about liberalism for quite a group of twenty women from Trinity and
while. The result of that thought has been Hartford School of Nursing. That the Tripod
my commitment to conservatism - in the could not spare the space required for a
name of freedom, that thing which no one critical review is particularly appalling
seems to want to give us,
when one realizes that these women have
been practicing and preparing since
PEACE BROTHERS AND Thanksgiving. The show was- called Pot
SISTERS Pourri and consisted ol a dozen widely
James Jackson varied compositions. These included four

'ridiculous'

'synchronized'
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light-hearted pieces that played tin
adolescent bay-girl relationships and the
awkward manifestations of affections that
are common to that age. All of these pieces
were good fun to watch.
The larger portion of the show consisted of
pieces choreographed in a different tone.
Restful, harmonic movements of varying
degrees of difficulty characterized these
compositions which .displayed lovely interpretations of the music for which they
were choreographed. Special mention
should be made of two elegant duets that
reflected hours of practice and a deep understanding of the music to which Ihey
performed. That two people could perform
in unison as closely as these women did, I
found exhilerating. Also highlighting the
show were two quartets. The first incorporated hula-hoops and was especially
effective as a result of the exceptional
timing that was designed into the piece. The
second quartet was set to a Rod McKuen
ballad and reflected the different moods of
the sea. It simply was a superb choice of
music and the swimmers were remarkably
together through the entire number,
Personally, the show peaked in the final
two compositions, the first being a solo and
the last piece the entire cast participated.
The solo was built around several particularly difficult stunts which were more or
less demanded by the powerful music that
had been chosen. This piece displayed many
creative strokes and movements not seen in
the previous compositions and was performed with exceptional grace. On the
opposite side of the spectrum, the finale was
a massive creation that with its special
technical effects (carbon dioxide "smoke"
covering the surface of the pool and special
lighting) lent a mystical atmosphere to the
piece.
Certainly the shows were not without their
faults but these were primarily technical
and resulted from experimentation and
inexperience. All in all, the shows were
excellent entertainment and I am sure that
the people who jammed the balconies at the
pool would agree that they deserved more
attention than they received.
Jim Wolcott '71

this past year. Especially so, -since my views
and tlio purpose of my column wan often in
opposition to specific Tripod editorial
policy, and the tone of my columns was not
always coneiialory. Undoubtedly, my
columns made their difficult jobs a bit more
difficult, at the least. The fact that they
would bunion themselves with so
unrelenting a gadfly as myself, indicates
that, they discharged their editorial
responsibilities well, allowing all responsible, pertinent viewpoints-not merely
those which are popular or safe-a.forunt in
their newspaper.
I hope that 1 have achieved some
noteworthy effect with my column, but I
leave the college?, unsatisfied and uncertain,
There was much more I would liked to have
written. Maybe someday I'll write a book
about Trinity. Not yet a threat, let alone a
promise, but if I ever do, I'll give you
bleedingheart bonfire boosters plenty of
advance notice.
My best wishes to Doug Sanderson, next
year's editor, and for the future of Trinity,
both of whom, it would seem, will have to
endure the unspeakable horrors of
sustaining a newspaper, in the first instance, and survival, in the second-all
without my weekly inspirations and perpetual hotline to the truth.
Yours truly,
Steven R. Chernaik

'mustard'

To the editor,
This Friday night we were treated to
another spectacular Board of Governors
event. Norm Luxemburg's "Grease Band"
was on exhibition from nine to one. It was
billed as the "World's Greatest Local Rock
n' Roll Band." Maybe they're a smash hit
when they play Hoboken High but as a
college band they don't cut the mustard
(although they were cutting other things.)
This "flatulent" group sang some of the
most cacophonous harmonies I have yet had
the misfortune to hear. In all fairness their
boogies worked decently, but even
then...The disenchantment seemed to be
present on both sides of the stage. This has
not been the only misfire- there was Eight
Balls, Prairie Oysters, and even Screamin'
Jay. My point is, is this the best the Board
To the Editor:
I wish to thank Matthew Moloshok and can do? Will more money help them?
Vince Everett
Susannah Heschel for publishing my column

'thanks'
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Trustees Approve Coeducation Unanimously
Moratorium Gains Support; College to Achieve 3-2
President of the College Theodore Lockwood has announced that
college employees, faculty and students may take part In tomorrow's
Vietnam Moratorium "without prejudice or penalty." The faculty Is
expected to consider a resolution
on the Moratorium at its meeting
today.
It was announced Sunday that
President l.ockwood joined 70
other college presidents in signing
a statement
criticizing
the
Vietnam war.
Five students, three from the
College, were arrested early
Monday morning for pasting
Moratorium
posters on store
windows in Hartford. They were
all released on a no-cash hail.
Activities in support of the Moratorium will begin with a noon
service in the Chapel led by Chaplain Alan C. Tull. Following the
service, participants will leave the
campus for a rally scheduled at the
Old State House on Main Street in
downtown Hartford. The Trinity
College Student Senate and Senate
of the Hartford branch of the University of Connecticut have endorsed the Moratorium. A march
will leave the University of Hartford at 11 a, m., and join marchers
from Trinity for the rally at the
.Old Statehouse. The rally is
scheduled to begin at 1:30 p.m.,
and among other speakers will b*
•Stephen H. Keeney '71, former
president of the Trinity SDS.
Over the weekend, several activities associated with the Moratorium were conducted by students
it the college. On Sunday morning,
churches throughout the Hartford
area were leafletted. On Sunday
evening posters were put up around
the city announcing the Moratorium
effort. Yesterday and today local
high schools were leafletted.

Ratio in Four Years
by David Sarasohn
matety 1,300, over a four-year
t h e Trustees of the College
period.
Hecoromended was a 3-2
voted last Saturday tolmmediately
ratio of men to women, meaning
begin coeducation at Trinity, with
600 toTOOgirls. To lm-nedlately
the first girls to be admitted in.
implement this, approximately 50
September,' 1969. The vote, which
female transfer students will be
ended the College's 140-year hisadmitted next September to the
tory of men-only education, was
classes of 1971 and 1972, and from
unanimous.
35 to 00 applicants from high
The Trustees thus enacted the
schools in the freshman class of
recommendations of the Coeduca1973. This will gradually Increase
tion Committee, wtiich consisted
until the 3-2 ratio is reached in
of faculty, administrators, stu1073
dents, trustees, and a member of
Mrs. Kathleen CShea Hunter,
the Board of Kellows. The proposal
Lecturer in. Government and
was also very similartoaTHlPOD
faculty member of the committee,
proposal published December 10.
said the proposal, which the comThe enactment stated that the
mittee also passed unauimously,
College shall "increase beyond
represented a consensus of the
1250 Its undergraduate enrollment
committee. "The prevailing feelof men and women in such a maning '• she said, " i s that this is
ner as shall be appropriate to the
what education will be from now
goals of the College and .within Us
on " She was not, she noted, conannual resources to do so, subject
vinced of the desirability of coto annual review by theTrustees."
education before serving on the
The Trustees refused to accept the
Committee, but felt that the
com-nUtee's proposal of a flat
Princeton Report, the Yaie-Vawar
IGOO-member student body, r e College and coeducation n-f««"»*
serving to themselves the right to
from Wesleyan, Krankliiiantl-Marreevaluate the number* . every
shall. Princeton, Cotuati'. Vass.ir
This potter, a copy of the Tripod's Moratorium Issue cover, is being
Union Kenyon, and Itow.iom, allot
„ « report called for the reducused by students to publicize Wednesday's march.
which will go cued In the near
tion of the number of men in the
future.
""College" to 1,000 from aproxi-

Trustees, President
Demanding Immediate consideration of the Senate--proposed
Negro Scholarship program, some
ISO students blocked the corridors of Williams Memorial outside the Trustee Room Monday
afternoon at 5 p.m.
The situation reached an early
impass whe.i. i n - spite of r e quests from President of the Co lege Albert C. Jacobs and Director of- College Security Alfred Garofolo, the students r e fused to allow Trustee William
Persons Gwinn to leave the building.

Streamlined Calendar, Air Raid and
Blackout PlansDrafted; TYCO Rules
Waiflund Succeeds Perkins as Jarvis Physics Professor;
A. Henry Moses New Permaneat Trustee

s35SB

Speaking
before a college massundeclared state of emergency.
op
.
*
7> D r . Ogilby outThese wardens will be headed by
Sophoworea Nrf Dexter and Bcde. »"™ a»n s f o r { r e v i s e d college calt h e c(j]lege c o u r s e
stan Johnston. They will see that all
or
d- A u n a n i m ous
light, are out during blackouts and -endg <£ « h
B o B r d o f T r U 3 t c e s a t its
that everyone on campus takes sholtei'
in case of an air-raid.
•
id-year meeting Janu•.Following the e»n.inatton period."
ne Plan effective.
aiy
^
Io
Arthur
continued Dr. Taylor, "definite plans
will be nwte for practice blackouts
d William G. Wendell,
P.
Oogtingand
»nd imaginary bombing raids. In
thase practice* we expect full student
£ ,„ ..Trinity-M*

£

offer n o .

Shortly after Gwlnn's request
was denied, Jacobs came out of
the room and told the students
that the Trustees had been giving " Very favorable consideration"
to the proposal but that now they
refused to consider it further.
Jacobs asserted that the group
would not work on the proposal
under pressure.
The proposal in question called
for the release of $50 from each
student's $150 general fee to be
put into a scholarship fund for
Negroes. It was' passed unanimously by the Senate and approved by the student body at an
all-College meeting April 8.
At 7:30 p.m. last night neither
the students nor. the Trustees had
compromised their positions. The
organizers of the sit in, members
of the Trinity Association of Negroes, told the students to be prepared for at isasKan all night
vigiL

Students sitting in Williams Memorial yesterday.

Trinity Students
Picket Castro

If is known by the TRIPOD that
Jacobs and other administrators
were aware of the sit-in as early
as -?• a.m. Monday morning. It
was revealed by Dean of Students
Roy Heath that members of his local demonstrations.
" w ^ e w "cordially received.
office" and students. co-operated Two groups of demonstra- ^ J ^ ^
m e 8 office they were
during the day to help Jacobs draw tors participated in the eVem. j
f o r W e d t h a t t h f l photographer
up a statement to be read to the The first was lead bV F u . s f l :
w 8 8 o ut to lunch.
man Douglas Craig. They had-*™* out demonstrators after the meeting. Dlanned to burn Dr Castro in
Heath refused to reveal the con- affiev but contrary to the pop*:.,Under the leadership oi
tent of the statement to TRIPOD ular journalistic cliche, tha nk G^aaon, the Processioh
Fpa
reporters last night at 6 p.m. He spirit of the party was damp,moved
toJh« OMfttte ttouse
indicated, however, thai the con- ened by the threat of rain.
grounds. They were
T
tests of _it would have been fav",s'osd th.e--Party. o f s i x tlif atwes of meny
orably'receTveS"" by the students. loaded'Tnto"a" convertible andippkew,: BltW. sevefal
informed sources told the TRI-rode through the streets of £ • - - - "
POD yesterday afternoon that the downtown Hartford displayingTn«tees would be allowed to leave
£acy Greets Pickets
_- a n d antagonistic opinions of
*
,.., " *^firding to these
The second" gfoiip ol six t h e • ,j cm onslrators.
"after a while, «—'." &
,_
be the better or- T h & y w e r e a l g 0 g r e e ted by
seemed to
to be
sources they would not be detain- seemed
wh
e x p l a i n e d the
ed after 9 p.m. Plans to allow ganized. To insure proper puoPresident Jacobs to leave before
the Trustees were also revealed
to the TRIPOD.

£JSrS*5 SS
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Phil: Iwo Jima To Zion Street

By A. DAVID LANDEE
Four hours after the lint
troops hit the beach nt Iwo
L««dtr
New
Jima, a cook in the first artillery unit ever to land on D-day
carried his b.a.r.,"' says Phil.
•'I was the smallest guy In my
outfit. The smallest guy always had a b.a.r. or a mnchtne gun." Little did the
May 5,1970
"flabbergasted, amazed eighte«i year old Kid" that lay on
that beach so lar from norm!
(Today's editorial is being published by the student newspapers of II
that day realize he was deother colleges: Columbia, Cornell, Rutgers, University ofPennsylvania, stined to become Fifteen and a
Harvard. Princeton, Haverford, Dartmouth, Sarah Lawcrence, Brown Half Megaton Arch Survivor
Kxtraordinaire of Trinity's
andN.Y.U.)
twelfth fraternity, Phi Chi.
Fifteen days after the campaign was officially over, Phil
was still on Iwo, and' still
President Nixon's unwarranted, and illegitimate decision to send
lighting. "The Japs were realAmerican combat forces to Cambodia and to resume the bombing ol
ly dug in," he recollects. But
finally he returned to tho
North Vietnam demands militant, immediate, and continued opposition
states, by way of Snn Diego,
from all Americans.
and found he wasn't old
Through his unilateral executive move, the President has placed our
enough to buy a drink.
countsy in a state of emergency. He has ignored the constitutional
But when Phil returned to
prerogatives of Congress, and has revealed the sham of his policy of
PHIL
Hartford he was old enough to
Vietnamization, a policy which, through a tortuous process of
drink, and old enough to pour
inrieriogic, demands that we escalate the war in order to enable
chess board with a look ot In- elmm, mid fried shrimps. For
drinks as well. He began worktense contemplation on Ins those not old onouf'h to dunk.
ing with his .father In their
American troops to withdraw. He has demonstrated that American
ls.ee and a jttudent opposite Phil offers take-out service niul
iflvern on Zion Street, and, to
foreign policy still dictates the necessity to sacrifice American lives, to
him; the game Js played on various flavors ot •.»»!«, includsupplement his income, teachavhh independent countries and to squander our resources and
the run, as customer* muht be ing cherry cola., lie hopes to
ing music and playing Jn a
energies. The President has tragically engaged the mood of the country.
attenrtixl to. A.* one observer M't up nwne type of fl meai
dance band,
The jinti-war movement which has marched and protested for years in a
remarked, scratching a sun- plan /or Mutlcnii !<> mehHe
Vernon Street Jive
vain effort to reverse the United States' role in SoutheastAsia, has
burned nose, "tin wins too!"
one or* two infills n tiny enIt was, perhaps, at this time
• finally resurfaced in new and larger numbers. With Nixon's lie now
The College View Tavern Is abling them tn yet "good food
that Phil began to cultivate
finally exposed, the immorality and hypocracy of our government's
one of the few bars In the ,'»t low ptlees."
hia affection lor Trinity stuaction have been revealed for all to see.
country with an KM radio. HI*
dents. An accomplished accorWhen asked about his new
regular clientele are not un- fraternity, Pljil Jftoks fondly at
The need for action has never been so great and so urgent. We
dian and trumpet player, he
used to drinking to a SetuUlu.t the Jptters phi chi inscribed on
supplied the fraternities of
therefore call on the entire academic community of this country to
or a Beethoven background. the center of his window and
Vernon Street with Music for
engage in a nationwide university strike. We must cease business as
A
television «et rest* placidly declines to comment. He Is
many
years.
Nor
were
the
usual in order to allow universities to meet and join in a collective strike
next to the radio; it Is seldom quite modest about the fact
T
r
i
n
i
t
y
men
strangers
to
to protest America's escalation of the war.
played, Perhaps Phi] feels tlval that he is currently the man
"Joe's where Phil and his
We do not call for a strike by students against the university, but a
bMehnll and beer don't mix.
father for years played host
with the longest title in Hartrtilkt by the entire university-faculty, students,, staff, and
to. student body and faculty
When atked wny he clicme ford.
administrators alike.
alike. In fact, It was they who
FM over AM, Phil admits to a
Among the advantages of Besponsored the first Trinity
The reasons for such a strike are manifold. First, it is a dramatic
dislike
for
Its
two
major
fealonging
to Phi Chi is the privifootball
game
over
VVRTCFM.
symbol of our opposition to a corrupt and immoral war. It
tures, rock and roll ami com- lege of using the built-in failNow the permittee of the
demonstrates clearly our priorities; for the significance of classes and
mercials, even though "some nut shelter below the tavern
College View Tavern on 215
examinations pales before the greater problems outside the classroom.
of the host'music in the world in rfljse'of enemy attack. The
Zion Street, Phil Is known by
Moreover, it recognizes the fact that within a society so permeated with
is written for commercials -.heller is well stocked with
a se'ect few In Hartford as
provisions, but Phi! h still not
Inequality, immorality, and destruction, a classroom education becomes
these (Jays."
"the greatest bartender in the
Among Phil's future plans. sure things will work out too
a meaningless and hollow exercise.
world, and not a bad chess
expansion of the lavern .Vtids wclS. "After one clay on'that
player either." Bartending is
But the necessity for the strike extends far beyond these reasons.
a major plaw. In the «;JKI«-I* nf dirt,' lie i:rins, "you won't be
fun
to
Phil,
who
never
saema
The strike is necessary to free the academic community from activities
a
few months alone, the menu ilUti to live In the. plner>.':
to
treat
it
as
an
occupation,
of secondary importance and to open it up to the primary task of
has
been adorned with French
and
chess
is
taken
In
the
same
building renewed opposition to the war. It is necessary to commit the
frii's, fish nrnl rliips. 'ru'd
manner. .Nearly any night,
academic community to first solidify its own opposition and then act
Phil can be «r;en bent over a
immediately to extend this opposition beyond the campuses.
'"•'-.We ask the entire academic community to use this opportunity to go
to the people and to bring home to the entire nation the meaning of the
April 15, 1959
President'*- action. A massive, unprecedented display of dissent is
required.
• We urge that the strike be directed towards bringing about the
following changes: Yy an immediate withdrawal of all American forces
from Southeast Asia, 2) Passage of an ammendment to the Senate's
military appropriations bill to deny all aid for military and political
adventures in Southeast Asia, 3) mobilization of public support for
anti-war candidates in the upcoming primary and general elections, 4)
The following are the? revised suctions of the college Student Rules,
the end of political repression at home, in particular the governments
which have, been unproved by the'Faculty Committee on AclniiiuKtrutiun SHUI
systematic attempt to eliminate the Black Panther Party and other
went into effect April B:
political dissidents, 5) a re-allocation of American resources from
I. Dormitories.
military involvement abroad to domestic problems, in particular the
C. Women are permitted in the dormitories only during the following
problems of our beleagured cities, and 6) the building of support for a
hours: between Noon and 10 p.m. on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. At no
massive demonstration in Washingtonon May 9 to bring to the nation's
other time are women allowed in the dormitories unless special permission
rapitil unprecedented numbers, in opposition.
to do so is granted by the Dean or Dean of Students. Exceptions to this
TEe stags has been set, the issues clearly drawn, the need apparent. It
rule are parents of the students, and their parties, who are allowed in the
is now time to act.
dormitories at any time.
1. In order to provide a meeting place for the students Goodwin
Lounge and New Dorm Lounge shall be open Monday through Thursday
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and 9 a.m. to midnight Friday through Sunday, Women
will be allowed in these lounges during these hours.
II. Fraternities.
B. Women are permitted in the fraternity houses only during the following hours: Monday through Thursday, noon to 8 p.m.; Friday through
Sunday, noon to 10 p.m., except when party petitions have been granted,
MOVIE DEPARTMENT:
when the hours will be 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. on Saturday and 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
We are writing this the (lay after the clay after Now Year's Evo. In conon Sunday.
formity with our mood, wo present here the ten worst pictures of 1943:
.1, Parents and their parties are allowed in the fraternity houses at any
1—This Is The Army. . . . Navy pressure.
time.
Other exceptions to the rule may be made by the Dean or the Dean
2—Air Force. , . . Tho battleship is here to stay.
of Students.
3—The Hard Way. . . , Gettinp; up at 0G00 is tough onoupfh.
-I—For Whom The Hell Tolls. . . . Dewey hasn't been at Manila since '98.
2. In no case are women permitted in the fraternity houses during
5—The More The Merrier. . , . Three in a room is plenty.
vacations.
6- -Casablanca. . . . Teheran was more important.
8. Members of fraternities shall be individually and collectively re7—Ox-Bow Incident. . . , Whoso kicking about a meat shortage ?
8—Ilandom Harvest. . . . No comment until the Fall.
sponsible for all conduct in the fraternities.
9—Holy Matrimony. . . . Now undergoing a war boom.
III. Social Affairs.
10—Thank Your Lucky Stars. . , . And stripes . . . on the right chief's arm.
All rooms in fraternity houses which are to be used during a party must
be shown to the chaperones and approved by them. There shall be free
access to these rooms at all times.
QUESTION OF THE WEEKs

EDITORIAL SECTION

Strike

Revised Regulations in EffectCover Dorm Rules, Fraternities

1

I

,

Qu^t'icih: l:S'riouid naval students receive representation on the Trinitj
College Senate?"
Bob Eckert, A.S.—"I have continually advocated the idea of a coalition
Senate to include representatives from the Navy."
Gordon Tobias, '-16J—"Splendid idea. It would coordinate and promote
harmonious relations between the civilians and the Navy. Also the support
o£ the Navy would sssute the success of any social function."

In honor Of Triniiy ; s 150th anniversary, the TRIPOD would like
to offer a little essay on "Trinity in the Headlines.'' The selection
ot old TRIPOD stories was made by Adrien Maily and
photocopied fay David Levin.
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DKE, Senior Penalized
After Girl Stays Night
IFC Suspends
DKE Privileges

KlfROSHi Hulking mombars of th*.Clots of 1970 haul fowlto app*a»« wrathful upperclassmen.

Games, Beanies
Enliven Freshman Week.
Freshman Week has already' day from 5-10 p.m. an'd tomorrow
begun with a series of language, from 3-7 p.m.
.
history- and math exemptions tests, Members of the Senate and Methe Frosh Picnic on the Quad, and dusa will be in Wean Lounge to
meetings with Junior Advisors, speak with Interested Freshmen
yesterday. The traditional Fresh- about the role of extracurricular
man Week rituals, upp«r classmen activities. Refreshments will be
enlisting the aid of Freshmen served In the Lounge with enterto carry furniture and castigating tainment by the Plpoa, Travelers,
Frosh without their beanies, have and Trlnldada.
also started.
Freshmen .not taking exemption
tests toJay will be carrying more
furniture, receiving more grief
from more upperclassmen, and
generally lurking around and tryIng to hide from the "big, ugly
upperclassmen" trying tofoemean.
Activities Night tonight will give
the members of the new class an
opportunity to meet Informally with
the leaders of extracurricular activities in Matner Hall and the
Austin Arts Center. The programs
begin at 8 p.m. with the following groups In Mather Hall:
Atheneum (DebateX Ivy (yearbook). Tripod,' Crown Investment
League, International Students
Organization, Rifle Team. Revltalization Corps, Senate and Medusa,
Nathan Hale Conservative Society,
and Students for a Democratic
Society.
.In the Arts Center will be the
Jesters (£>rama)i Chamber Players,
Band, Glee Club, Archive
(scholarly journal), Pipes, Travelers, Trlnldads, and New ColVfo Band. •-'
WRTC/FM will also participate
in Activities Night in its studio
^in the basement of Cook B. The
station will hold open houses to-

The Mer-Frateralty Council ifter five honro of
debate Sunday night and approval by President
Albert C. Jacobs Monday told Delta Kappa Epslsllon fraternity, "No women of any age will be
^kwedto the fraternity house or on the property
Voting 10-0 on a five-point decision In answer
to Medusa charges that DKE violated College regulations permitting women in the fraternity house,
the IFC also declared:
—No fraternity parties will be held on or off
campus.
—DKE will designate a faculty adviser not affiliated with any chapter of Its fraternity. •
--DKE's class of. 1968 will meet biweekly with
officers of the fraternity and members of the IFC.
—The fraternity is requested to submit further
measures and plans "to rectify existing conditions" In the fraternity.
In addition, the IFC said the above measures
would be reviewed at the beginning of the Trinity
term.

Scholars To Vie
In College Bowl
Speed Essential .
BY RON SrENCJ
According to the history proJSrpf.. 18 A team of Trinity
•Vnivi.v Scholars" will appear lessor, team member* must
Nov.'26 on the CBS-TV pro- like games in which speed is
essential. "We don't want peogram "GE College. Bowl."
Emanating from Studio 51 ple who are slow on the draw,
n Nrw York at 5:30 p.m.. the Davis said.
Remembering that "Colleg*
nationally televised show will
match lour Trinity students Bowl" places e m p h a s i s - o n
against a quartet from etwuv speedy recall of specific facts,
• lood. the University of Nortn the coach warned that potential
Dakota, Washington & Lrr. or contestants must also "know
Amnci-st. The opponent will be something." He doesn't want
determined by who y,'i!is
y'i!is
tesis i n the /our previous
weeks.
Dr. Eugene Davis, t e a m
coach, reports that ihe Trinity
foursome has not yet been selected, although trails will take
olacc this week. He stated that
he is searching for contestants
i--» t',r,.,> u-hrt usually appear

"the fwtsi !E!csSf. zur..w

the West" making the trip to
New York.
Emcee Alan Ludden will be
asking questions on subjects
so contestants must have
knowledge in many fields. Dr.
Davis hopes that, th* Trinity
team will be flexible- enough
tt, adequately deal with a
hrnari rah«e of subpects.

Medusa, Jacobs
Plan Discussion

Scholarship* Granted
Victory ' brings a $1500
scholarship grant, while thm
loser receives a $500 grant.
Winning teams continue to
compete lor as many as fivt
programs before being retired
as "Undefeated Champions."
Trinity's selection to appear
on the college quiz is the cul.
mination, of the four year
effort of Dean Arthur Hughes
and Public Relations Director
Kenneth Parker....'
%
When asked h k opinion oi
"College Bowl", Dr. Davis
compared-it te old-fashioned
parlor games which he described as "pretty much fun."
The professor stated that ginco
the program is conducted on a
fairly high intellectual level,
it has much greater value than
those "shows where they giv«
away refrigerators."

by James McCulloch

The Medusa will meet today with President
Albert C. Jacobs to discuss the reasons behind
flls decision to overrule a Medusa sentence of
a year's censure for RonaM a Worsley '66 la
•favor of one year's suspension.
According to the Medusa, Worsley was placed
on censure for violating the College's regulations concerning women in dormitories. Worsley's date reportedly refused to leave his fraternity house Saturday night and spent the night
there, not leaving until about 11 Sunday morning.
No misconducts occurred the night she was
In the Delta Kappa Epsllon house according
to the Medusa.
On Sunday morning, the girl's sister appeared
and requested that she leave the house, and a
pledge was allegedly sent to the door to tell the
sister she was not there.
The sister apparently reappeared -with two
police cruisers, and the girl left with her sister.

TEN BISHOPS ATTEND
CHAPEL CONSECRATION
Lengthy Ceremony Includes Five
Processions Which Ble»s

Parts of Edifice
ALUMNI PRESENT
Mr. William O. Mather i'resents Keys
to Or. Offilby Accepting Them

for College
This morning thi> long-awaited consecration of the now college chape!
tonk place. Tvn bishops from various
parts of the count! y wi>re present to
taku part in the an'munius,
Thu uvont hcirun with the closing
of the old chapel. At 10 o'clock, JteviTinil Godfrey Brinloy, >>K, rang the
did bell fur the last time. A brief
M/rvice followed.
Whi'iL'tipon, the
liifiht Reverend Philip Conk, BUhup
of Delaware, tuok from the Altar, ihy
Cross, the (."unillesUcUs. the Vii.-i-s, and
the Communion VL-.-MIS, and jcave

them to various members nf the Alumni to carry to the new chapel. Last
of all, the Altar CJoth was removed.
The procession then inarched elowly
out of the chapel, while William
Kibitz, "i'i, student organist, played.
When the procession had gone, Kibitz
closed and locked the organ, ami closed
the chapel doors.

OVERHEARD ON THE LONG WALK:
•Frosh:
Soph:.

What were THE PIPES?
It's a long story, but you can Still hear the great record album

thevmade last-year.
Frosh: Have'you got one?
Soph:
Nope!
Frosh: Hovxum? I mean if it's so good . . .
Soph:' Well, I brought one home last June and played it tor my gir
she wanted her roommate to hear it . . . the last I heard of it wa
that some jfuy from Amhearst was supposed to return it to me.
Frosh: Tliat's too bad about your PIPES album. Anyway, what di
you ay your girls name isY
1MORAL: "Talk is cheap". If you haven't heard for yourself the
.album. THE PIPES—1957, mere words are wasted.
""
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Score: Trinity^S, Harvard 13.
BIUE AND GOLD SUBS HOLI> HARYAW* AT SND OF GAMB•VBBXY" CHEERS ALMA MATER m® WWT8. FOE TRINITY,

TIUNI 1'YS liASP.IULL THAM, 1905.

NEW TRINITY .MARCHli<jt'

tyffiaip$''te; cbitaftose; such' i
_ i^Th^'ttiuii' Ul' i; stirring. march ;
number,
wttl-guibed to itien's voices and
Mr. Spink Composes Stirring Number,
especiallyAtd^pted to li4e bu'the fdottiall'
|jr listicball field! £Tihc• song is not yet
A new trinity football song has.been"
i«o.»iptj»ted but will jswjn be forwarded
written and' composed ior tht college by
flO'the college and it j s hoped that it
Seorge Sfiank, the popular sorig writer
jwiil be uSfcd for-one of the two-step
^.3^::^ci^i/Wh6fee''tkver a « 'occupied a
»' at the Jwiior Prom,
••'•:'|rfifin«nt;-::|?o8kipn''on the,-program at,
"composer, \Mr, Spink, is one til
Pol?s>Th*atr« last wwik."Mr* Spink
• tnt^i widely ikooW 'men in vaudewas entertained at college during the
week and hearing' of the hffed of .the
•
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The sons of Harvard; took a decisive and coroplWe drtitrWng »t the
of Trinity's basketball warriors Friday, February 2B, The final gear© of
25 to 13 does not indicate the complete superiority of the Blue and Gold over
the CriniBon, lor Trinity had an average at fit*, *hot» to one for the tintfcor*,
and only inability to sink them kept the score, |ror» »o»r.tag higher.
The team was slow in getting started, tort in th«t WCOJKJ half pkyei a
superlative brand of baskotball, and rftn in 8ub«tttiat«» in the k t t « r half ol tii«.
period. Even then Harvard could not score and the loemJ# continued to register points. The defense, led by Captain TurwiH a n 4 Nordltand vtm,. as in all
previous games, a brilliant feature. In the second hull Harvard apparently
gave up hope of working the ball under the basket, und the few shots Attempt*
cd were of the long varioty which the h<sav«r weompimie« with a pruyor,
They succeeded in registering only eight point* from the floor In
minutes of playing time,
d
felt that
Tho victory was witnessed by close
propitloun
for
giving . ik$
to 1,000 fans, practically all of
two thriUn Instead of hi
wew supportera of "Trin,w
so ho droppod two of his long
Harvard laM- a ohwi^ig 8*cbn.iketa from th« center of the''
, compo^d ?of Hl^tferd alumni,
Nordlund n»at€ii««i hl»:: ran*:.
wpo strove vaU»ntly to rivftJ the
ff tmte by twk# dribfeHng tile ball;
booming chorua of the Trinity underthough
the entit* Grlmgon d«fon'w>
; gjaidUftteB, President OgiJby joined
^ n e a t l y dropping it ttirough th«
in a long "Harvard." for his alnm
H« v u oo « f»Ur way t$>;
mater, before th» game, and then rethis plMMBt . occopaUon
*itiirned to his seat in the Trinity 8«ewas tcomA ttvm th»
'
tl^|ii and rooted ardently for his
nal fool* *•. • -: •
,
S«#£ent college,
: J&he to am outdid itaoH.

Tripod
Sports

'R idiculous,. Puritanical'

Haji Defies Dath Anti-Beard Order

Abdillahi Haji '70

Abdillahi Haji '70, who declares
"I can see no connection between
my goatee and my soccer" has
nonetheless: been barred from the
playing field by Coach Roy Dath.
The athletic beard-ban has been
brought to the attention of Dean of
the Faculty Robert Fuller, who
pledged to give the matter "veTy
prompt" consideration.
The conflict is a replay of a
controversy which erupted last
fall. Haji, roving halfback on last
season's NCAA semifinal squad,
resolved that conflict by removing
his beard, hoping to avoid "a major
all-College dispute,"
This year Hail Is firm In his
objections to the policy. He views
It as "ridiculous and puritanical,"
and maintains that he will not
shave. Noting that "The team is not
Dath's team, but the College's

team," Haji plans to continue attending practices.
While acknowledging that the
question .was a matter of a coach's
personal
taste, Director of
Athletics Karl Kurth claimed last
fall that when a student enters an
Intercollegiate contest, "he loses
his personal Identity; he represents the College, not himself."
Last spring, amidst a controversey surrounding tennis player
Bruce Mahaffey '71, the Senate
issued a statement requesting that
then President Albert C, Jacobs
"immediately and emphatically advise the athletic department that
students are not to be prohibited
from representing the College on
athletic teams on the basis of personal grooming." Ho action-was
taken by the former president, and
the Senate failed to act on his
silence.

Trinity College,

,.,•• . Thelargest of the Tnnitjr CoUege BuUdirigs shown m t n i i cm i i o u « £ S ^ I
principal Domiitones, ^ e Chapel, the Library and some of the Lecture Room^
Other buildmgs are the Jarvis Laboratories, the Boardmau Hall of Natural ScienSl
thf Observatory and the gyrnrjasium. '; • ;
;, •
•• •
. ^ M
The Library is at all times open to students for study
^
-,. . T h e L^oratbries are fully equipped for work in Chemistry, Natural
Physics and m preparation for Electrical Engineering
«^«"«r*
^ ^ ^ Co^s^

92d COMMENCEMENT
Two things, th«« jmuoity ot wrt
pri'stwit nrul tht* prvHWH1!; of tin unusually tliatinirumhwl Itmly of srut'.-tH,
rtfipknlH of hmwrury tU'KWH'A. fuuturul the Ninety-wcoml C(iniwn;-emrat of Trinity Colh'KU, h«'H h\*t
Monthly nmrriinK nl 10.30 o'clock in
Alumni hall. Tht* •ijettw'nf bachelor of arts in ctiursc. «'.!•, r.iiif<Tp"l
ujwm U*n men. Kt^ht rwiuvi-l l l l l !
of bachelor of w:ifm-<' »»
Of th<?5» tfiKhUHTi, five yrv
in the natkwval ncrvii-f. Koriy
oth«r members of the fl«ss of in is
went into the army or tuny <rith<-r
laat year, or KI» tnvrly this year, thai
they could not eomjilvU' wurk enmitrh
for their deprrws. Kitfht "f ihi-st'
were announced as elitfihk- to rt'ocive

the degree of bachelor of arts had
they continued their studies ami ten
mare would, under similar conditions
have been made bachelors of science.
Those receiving honornry
meluded Colonel Theodore K
•I.

Two Viewpoints On The
Library Incident Case
Again
opinions
mmjust for thethrecord,
Se ofthetheir
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Trinity's liberalism'*
spells danger
By Alan S. Henson
"Alt that is necessary for evil to triumph is for enough
good men to do nothing."
Edmund Burke
The composite decisions recently rendered by Dean
Spencer concerning the Library incident of February
1st are as effective a cover-up of the situation as would
have been an initial total disregard for the physical
assault taking place at all. Dean Spencer exhibited an
extreme compliance with the aura of racial favoritism
which pervades liberalistic institutions like Trinity, as
well as our government's policies and judicial system.
Dean Spencer's grounds for rejecting suspension as
too harsh a penalty are totally unsubstantiated and
exhibit reverse discrimination. This type of decision,
based on social history, sets a dangerous precedent by
establishing one set of College legal standards for
Black community members and another for white
members. Dean Spencer, a gutless administrator,
cooperated completely with the situation the Black
students engineered as they surrounded the checkpoint
desk in a blatant attempt to screen off witnesses from
their illicit and unjustified words and actions. He
possessed, with David Rarthwell and Dean Shilkret,
the supreme bias and blindness to find me guilty of
furnishing false information to the Tripod in February
simply because I was unable, in their minds, to provide
conclusive proof of a few minor statements. This
doesn't take into account the fact that there was no
solid evidence to disprove my statements. These three
tainted upholders of justice compounded the absurdity
of their decisions by further finding me guilty of
disturbing the peace. Six male students and two female
students come into the Library, hardly with the intention of using the Library for any of the purposes for
which it was intended, where I am performing my

requisite College duties and prevent me from dofng
those same duties; they proceed to demand apologies,
belligerently throw the contents of the desk to the floor,
attack me verbally and then physically, all the while
carefully shielding off witnesses, and I am guilty of
disturbing the peace?
Both Dean Spencer and Dean Shikret arbitrarily
disregarded evidence and testimony as fitted their
ends. Dean Shilkret went so far as to ask that I be
placed on Censure and, thus, on a level of over-all
blame equal to that of the others. In an even' more
blatant disregard for testimony, Reggie Martin was
totally exonerated of his part in the physical attack.
His impotent attempt to rectify the situation in the
Library by a "fair" fight was a cowardly one since he
only paid lip service to the challenge and never had the
courage to attempt such a feat alone. In fact, the
reputation of any of the five males charged as anything
but craven jaw-flappers is questionable. It is a shame
that the tapes will never be made public so that the
ineptitude of Mr. Barthwell and Dean Shilkret, and
Dean Spencer's frequent compliance with them, can
never be exposed for all to hear. David Barthwell,
functioning as presiding officer over this whole absurd
affair, obviously fulfilled the demands of his role as a
prominent member of the Black community here and,
like Dean Spencer in his gut-less administrative
gesture, adhered to the grotesque precedent set here at
Trinity two years ago in which a Black Student
bludgeoned a student's head open with a weapon, and
was merely placed on Censure and is now enjoying the
"luxuries "of a $6,to^afsdn"TraveIlihlTellav^hl5rarhe"
gracefully spans the globe. Behold the equity and
justice upheld at Trin Coll Sane. It seems that Dean
Spencer has his own long history of whitewashing
incidents involving Black students, consistently in

deference to their demands based on paranoid claims
of campus-wide oppression.
It is an irony that the respondents to my complaints
true racists themselves, persisted in their abortive
attempts, throughout the hearings, to discredit my
character and establish me as the chief persecutor in
the pseudo-community of persecutors that they've
fantasied to exist at Trinity. These very ones who
demanded and sought vigilante retribution for a sole
and, I might add, provoked use of a racial slur
repeatedly indulged in the use of racial and other
profane insults during the hearings, directed at myself,
my legal counsel, witnesses and even members of the
Board. Of course, the shoe being on the other foot,
Dean Spencer pleaded obsequiously for more civil
conduct, never once considering the offense serious
enough for a second thought or to be entered into his
deliberations. I suppose this was justified by three
hundred years of history and that respectful, lawabiding people have no rights.
Mr. Karl Kurth proved to be the only decisionmaking individual with the strength and integrity to
see the case clearly and render just decisions. Dean
Spencer's justification for severely pressuring me not
to seek a legal resolution to this case was his undying.
faith in Trinity's adjudicative system and himself as
an able, fair administrator. In his own words, he
"made a decision I can live with,", however, this is a
far cry from an honest and just decision. Dean Spencer's conflict of interests has put the future security of
the Trinity community in a precarious position, and I
seriously question his and Dean Shilkret's continued
functioning here at Trinity as effieable. I sincerely
hope that my appeal to Vice President Smith will be
seen in a less clouded light.
••:'...
Power to the People

Who's the aggressor?
J

By Reginald F. Martin
In view of Alan Henson's statements in the May 1
issue of the Tripod, I find it imperative that the college
community receive the total picture concerning the
library incident of Feb. 1 of this year.
To begin, Alan Henson has attempted since the incident of Feb. 1 to paint himself as the "unsung hero'
who has been done a great injustice both by the system
and several so-called "intimidators." This is, of
course, not the case. Mr. Henson since the night of Feb.
1 has knowingly and intentionally been aggressive, and
intimidating in the same fashion as he was on the night
of Feb. l. Prior to the scuffle which occurred in. the
library on the night of Feb. 1, a scuffle which involved
more than just Mr. Henson and his so-called
"aggressors," Mr. Henson had directed both physical
intimidation and verbal abuse at. two Black women,
both members of the college community, and the wife
of a Trinity student. In this incident which occurred on
Broad St., Alan Henson, when requested to retrieve his
stray cat, began to assault verbally these three women
with profanity, and a racial slur which was directed at
all three in the form of "You Nigger Bitches. After
having verbally insulted these women, Mr. Henson
proceeded to refuse to leave the apartment wnen
requested, shoving his well-over-200-pound frame up
against the door. This Initiating incident, which occurred off campus, has been declared out of me
jurisdiction of the college, and has been in no way dealt
with.
.
.
Since this incident, Mr. Henson has continued to
intimidate the female students mentioned above. Mr.
Henson has persisted in aggravating an already^insulted and abused body of women. He fiasown
unquestionably loud in the apartment sinburfduj
stomping up and down the staircase when P*f faS " X
apartiwni He and his fiance have >nten onaHy
thrown broken glass in front of the apartment doors to
these students rooms. He has lied unquestionably m an

attempt to seem a "victim" of unnecessary and unprovoked incidents. And in the trial these lies were
brought out, as can be seen in one of the decisions of the
panel. The Hartford Police have on file several complaints against Mr. Henson resulting from his
malevolent antics. Mr. Henson would have the college
community believe in his "good tenant"^ relationship
with the landlord and other tenants of the building.
However, at this moment; the landlord of the building
is drawing up eviction papers against Henson, as he too
is now tired of Alan Henson's antics. Dean Spencer has
numerous accounts of Mr. Henson's "hero" like
behavior on his desk. Each one of these petty episodes
has been ignored by myself and feEow students while
awaiting a just decision by the Board of Inquiry and
Dean Spencer. Despite the obvious maliciousness of
Mr Henson's behavior throughout the year, the Board
and Dean Spencer have seemingly fallen for Mr.
Henson's hero-like facade. All of these incidents have
gone unnoticed and unreprimanded save the incident

TSscie^notmSy a racial case. It involves the

continual benign disrespect for women on this campus
S a l l y Black women! Mr. Henson displays to a
S e degree the attitude prevalent amongst administrators concerning women here. Since the adS o n of women into this college this Disrespectful
S 3 has prevailed. It is exhibited in poor facilities,
l a S 5 security, and general attitudes brought put in
incidents of this nature. There have been continual
S u i t s on the female body here, both Black and
White As a Black male, it concerns me greatly hat my
fellow sisters are subjected to such treatment. I feel
Z
a n y m.f., of any color, who abuses my sisters
Zy
or Dhvsfcal deserves no leniency. I agree that the law
Sust not be taken into one's own hands; however, self-

protection is the right of every individual, and any man
has the right to protect and safeguard his household
and its members from physical and mental torment
and abuse. Granted most of the incidents involving
abuse of females here are initiated by outsiders, there
still remains, especially in the case of Black women
here, a large percentage which are initiated by male
members of the college community. Just last week a
Trinity male student exposed himself to a female
Puerto Rican student while walking down the long
walk. As if exposing himself wasn't ridiculous and
insulting enough, he alsoi racially slurred her by insolently whistling the theme song from "West Side
Story." Mr.-Henson also joined in this insane frolic, as
the female student, when passing him at check point in
library, heard him enthusiastically strike up a chorus
of the same song for her benefit.
Such incidents go unnoticed by all but those who
initiate and those who receive.
Activities such as these must stop! It is my contention that students are just as responsible for the
providing of a true academic environment as is the
administration. Student apathy has allowed the
pathetic administration to continue a lackadaisical
approach to security and the curbing of such activities
by our blessed fools. Mr. Henson and cohorts do not add
to the safe academic environment needed in institutions such as this. Idiots like Steven Chernaik who
promote such activity also do not add to a suitable
academic environment.
I make a sincere plea to the whole student body, to
make imperative the dissolution of such activities.
Without such precedence, racist and sexist jackals on
this campus can be in for more February firsts, and
justly so!
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Seniors View Trinity; Plan Future
By Lois Kimmelman
The 23 responses to a TRIPOD poll of
seniors" opinions and plans showed they
have ,a whole spectrum of plans for the
future, and many differing views on the
Trinity experience.
The opinion part of the questionnaire
showed 10 generally positive responses, two
definitely negative responses, and 11 ambivalent or ambiguous answers. In answer
to the question, "How would you evaluate
your experience at Trinity?," the .seniors
wrote everything from "It was an experience" to "great," from "frustrating" to
"rewarding."
The responses to the second question,
"What are your plans for next year?" were
just as varied as the ones to the first
question. Graduate school and working tied
for first place, each receiving 10 positive
indications on the questionnaire. Four said
they planned to travel or go abroad (some
will combine this with study or work), two
said they plan to get married, and two were
noncommittal.
Of the 10 seniors who said they want to
work, four want to teach and two plan to
work abroad.
Some students signed their responses
although it was not necessary.

The senior summed up his experience at
Trinity this way: "If college is a valid experience thanTrinity's version of it is/was a
good one." Charla Thompson claimed she
thought it was "far out and near in", and
another senior said it was "acidic, very
acidic."
"Trinity is a great place to get a good
education if you so desire, become an advanced form of protozoan responding to
heat, light, and drugs if you'd rather, and
generally a superb (sic) way to think of
yourself as human while simultaneously
demonstrating consumate insensitivity,"
said one senior who preferred to remain
anonymous.
One senior looked at his or her college
experience in economic -terms: "Not too
useful but, all around, a good way to blow

Those s "iors indicated they plan to go to
graduate • '.-.hool next year will specialize in
a wide range of fields, including
microbiology, law, business, medicine,
sociology, accounting, and theology.
Of the seniors who said they planned to
work, there wore many different projects
outlined, including "making a living
illuminating rock and roll bands," and
"working in an arcliik'cl's office as a
draftsman."
A few seniors expressed their interest in
working abroad; out: will work in Germany,
another will teach English in Tokyo, and
another wishes to ".swurn a job overseas in
automotive engineering."
Perhaps the most enigmatic answer to the
"future plans" part of the questionnaire was
"A Smith and Wesson ,:S57 Magnum."

New Professors^ Courses Coming
Two new professors will join the fine arts
and engineering departments. New and
reconstructed courses will be offered in
sociology and theater arts departments, as

Fine Arts

Trim Have

A new professor will join the fine, arts
department next year, Judy Rohrer., For
Christmas term, she will conduct a class in
tilth Century Painting and Sculpture and in
19th Century Architecture. For the Trinity
term Rohrer will teach 20th Century
Painting and Sculpture and an Architecture
Seminar. Also in Trinity term, Michael R.T.
Next year women may have a group Mahoney will conduct a new seminar in the
which would serve as "a liaison between the works of Rembrandt.
different sectors of the women's com- Sociology
munity" of Trinity, said Michelle Toomey,
professor of psychology and an originator of
The sociology department will offer three
the group.
reconstructed courses for Christmas term.
toomey said she and Noreen Dulz, They are: Social and Cultural Anthropology,
professor of sociology and co-originator of a combination of this year's two separate
the idea, do not have any specific plans for courses; The Sociology of Religion, studying
the group yet and that so far it is "sketchy" the social scources of ritual and belief; and
and "premature." However, she said, in Political Sociology, dealing with the
September she hopes to hold meetings structure of the industrial society.
between women from the staff, administration, and student body to open up Student-Taught Courses
communications between these different
One of three: student-taught courses this
"factions."
"We don't even know who we are," semester will be Elementary Latin, taught
declared Toomey, saying that the group's by William Millea, '74. The course will give
first duty would be to define the statuses of students with no Latin background a chance
sections of women on this campus. Men will to develop reading skill as soon as possible.
also be asked to participate in this group, Peter Basch, '74, will conduct a course in
Introductory Parapsychlogy. This course
she added.
Toomey and Dulz have issued a will deal with "a scientific study of
preliminary letter asking all women to give phychical phenomena," according to Basch.
their opinions on this type of women's group. Erica Dumpel's course on India's History
"It has great potential," maintained and Social Structure will cover a long range
of Indian social development.
Toomey.

For Women?

, 'V

$16,000." Another person said "Trinity lived
up to its promise of education for life in a
free society, where we are free to make fools
out of ourselves in the manner we choose."
Quite a few seniors expressed their appreciation of either Trinity's professors,
students, or courses. One student, however,
complained that the college's "biggest fault
has been the lack of decent and fun large
social activities . . . Money for .student activities has been diverted for scholarshipswith the result being a very dull campus."
Still another senior objected to the
college's claim of "academic validity",
charging, "I took a course last semester
that required six hours of work for tho whole
semester, got a C plus, and the course as
well as the grade would both be judged to be
academically valid."

ENROLL NOW IN THEBIBLE TRUTH CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE
Historical, doctrinal-and prophetical Bible
lessons given in group, in private or by mail
without cost or obligation'
Ask us to sena you a list of Bible Studies
and from it choose the subject that interests
you most- The whole course is FREE!
• Write to:
Millennial Bible Students Church, 307 White
Street, Hartford, Conn* 06106

ABORTION

I

Theater Arts

Engineering

The theatre arts department offers no new
courses for the fall semester, but will include a new course on Strindberg and Expressionism in its course offerings for the
Trinity term. Dealing with Strindberg's
influence on modern drama. Also offered for
that semester will be the department's first
mini-course, on the major plays of Eugene
O'Neill.

The engineering department is also
acquiring a new professor, David Ahlgren,
who will deal with .systems computer applications, lie is currently a graduate
student at the University of Michigan and
his specialty is electrical enMinoerinj* and
computing. The engineering department
will offer no new courses for the upcoming
semester.

cabinetmaking
food 8i hotel
violin 8t oroanmsking
fliiR toolmaking
- building trades
camora saleitechnician
training for:
theater managing
agricultural-tech*
assistant

intseflfrain
Dapt.CR, 220 E. 50 St.
New York City 10022
(212) PL 5-6666

APPRENTICE IN EUROPE
We are looking for the few who are willing to
take it—hard work, low pay—while learning
skills in ever increasing demand and speaking
the language as no one but a native can. Our
programs in Norway, Germany, and Austria
prepare you for and accompany your formal
apprenticeship (2-4 years.) or other training.
You must haue high school/college Norwegian
or German or evidence learning ability in
another language. Ages 17-22. Apprentices are
paid wagon which must be supplemented by
their own funds, approx. $1200/yr., to meet
living expenses exclusive of language course &
trauel. Free brochure.

PRE-INVENTORY

SALE
BOOKSTORE
MAY 9-10-11
50% DISCOUNT

INFORMATION
ABORTION GUIDANCE
An Abortion can be arranged within 24
hours and you can return home the same day you leave
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Announcements
Israel

YOU ARE INVITED TO n locturo: "ISRAEL
FROM ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE" by Rev.
Ronald Whitney, Associate Executive Director
find Urban Minister of the Council of Churches
of Greater Springfield, who is the Author of
Impressions of Israel. He has visited Israel
twice and is well informed on Middle East
situation. He is also pastor of various parishes
in Southern New England and a minister in
United Methodist Church. T I M E : 4:00 p.m.
DATE: Wednesday, May 9. PLACE: Life
Sciences Center Auditorium, Trinity College.
The department of religion, the intercultural
studies program and the Office of Community
Affairs are sponsering this lecture. The Special
Arrangements are by The American 'Jewish
Committee.

m

Clean-up

Recently our office distributed a memo about
procedures for departing from campus. In the
memo there was a section on clean-up of
rooms. Our experience during the past couple
of summers has shown that although many
students leave their rooms with a minimum of
items to be thrown out, there is a large number
of rooms that require extensive clearing out. In
order for Buildings and Grounds to get rooms
cleaned and get repairs accomplished I am
asking for your cooperation on the part of all
students to remove all personal belongings
including furniture and refrigerators-as wel I as
making use of wastebaskets and plastic garbage bags that will be available so that each
room is left in the condition to begin cleaning at
the end of the semesW. For those who live in

CORNER
TAP TAVERN

Lowenbrau
on Draft

apartment buildings it is expected that
refrigerators be emptied of food and cleaned,
and that stoves be cleaned as well.
To assist in the departure process this year
the Resident Assistants will be checking rooms
(even those rooms that are in dormitories
where R.A.'s are not assigned). Each R.A. has
room condition reports turned in last September.
In the past we have fined students who have
left items in rooms that had to be carted out by
Buildings and Grounds. The income never
compensates for the time lost in being able to
prepare the campus for the arrival of all
students in September. I am expecting
everyone to cooperate with the departure
process..
If you have c.ny questions, contact Dean
Shilkret.

cuimination of studies for students majoring in
English. Because of Burke's breadth of interests, this year's symposium will cinlude the
departments of psychology and sociology.
In addition to giving the main address. Burke
will also attend seminar meetings with
students on May 14 and 15.

Italian

Planning to study eventually on the Rome
Campus? Majoring in'music or art-history?
Studying the Renaissance or Comp Lit? A
knowledge of the Italian language wili enliven
your experience as perhaps no other language
can. For this reason the Modern Language and
Literature Department will be offering an
Italian Summer Program on the Haftfpr'cf.
Campus from July'2 to August 3, The course,
which will combine group sessions with private
tutorial, will meet three hours daily from 9:3012:30. It is the equivalent of one full year of
Italian during the regular session. For further
information contact either Mr. Richard V.
Russo, Box 1339 or Miss Doris Merwin, Seabury
23.

Critic

Kenneth Burke, noted critic and scholar, will
be the 1973 Senior Symposium speaker at
_iIdnity-CDlieae.Jdis,talkJs.entitled " I Want to
Write a Satire" and will be delivered at 8:15
p.m. on Monday, May 14, in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center. The talk is
open to the public.
Burke is best known for his major critical
contributions in such ! works as "The
Philosophy of Literary Forms - Studies in
Symbolic Action," " A Grammar of Motives,"
"A Rhetoric of Motives" and "Language as
Symbolic Action." He has translated Thomas
Mann and Oswald Spengler, and he is the
author of a collection of stories and a volume of
verse. He also composes for the piano,
Burke will be the fourth annual Senior
Symposium speaker intended as the

Youth
The Involved Young Adults Club will hold a
general meeting at St. Gabriel's school in
Windsor, May 12 at 7:00 p.m. The meeting
(open to all) will include a guest speaker on
prison reform in Connecticut, During May, the
club will participate in a clean-up day at the
children's Camp Hi-Hoti in Hebron. The club is
open to all single men and women between the
ages of 18 and 30, It is a non-profit, nonsectarian, interdenominational organization.
For further information, call 528-8148.
EUROPi! TransAtlantic Flights' ($200
round trip - leave from most major cities),
Rail Passes, Car Rental Plans, and. Camping Tours. For your free travel planner
contact your BOAC campus representative:
Ellen, 246-1120

Australia, Southeast Asia, Africa,
Europe & So. America. For information
on employment write Int'l. Overseas
Services, P. O. Box 6534 Burbank, Calif.
91505

sandwiches - pizza - beer
MJchelob
Budweiser Dark
Maximus Super
Opcm 9 am to 1 am every day
•xcept Sunday

by sending your mom a Sweet Surprise
early. Only your FTD Florist has it.
Sweet Surprise #1 is a
radiant arrangement of spring
flowers in a keepsake
container—a hand-painted
ceramic basket from Italy.
Sweet Surprise #2 is the
same lovely basket filled
with green plants and an
accent of fresh'"flowers,
usually available for
less than $12.50.*
Order your mom's
Sweet Surprise
today!

Sweet Surprise # 1
Usually available
(or less than

across the street from campus
917 H«w Brttato A w * *

527-5775

$

15 0 0 *

Find out how easy it is to send flowers the FTD way.
Drop in for your FREE Selection Guide. Wherever you
see the famous FTD symbol, you'll be welcome.
(Or write FTD, 900 West Lafayette, Detroit, Michigan
48226.) Most FTD Florists accept major credit cards.
•As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
own prices. ©1973 Florists' Jranswirld.DaljyervJ^ocjation. .

.
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Announcements

German

Are you interested in studying German at
Trinity this summer:
If demand warrants, we will offer both
elementary and intermediate German in the
summer session, covering the equivalent of one
year of college German in six weeks (three
class hours daily, Monday through Friday,
from June 25 through August 3). Emphasis will
be on gaining facility in reading German, but
skill in understanding, speaking, and writing
will also be developed as much as possible.
Students will be encouraged to read texts in
which they are expecially interested, and an
instructor wil! be available for individual help
every afternoon after classes.

If interested, please contact Dr, Carl V.
Hansen, Seabury <12-A (Box 1328) or Dr. Donald'
D. Hook, Seabury 42-B (Box 1320).

taw Prep
The University of New Haven will offer a 15
week LSAT preparation course designed to
prepare students to increase their performance
rating on the Law School Admission Test
beginning early next September,
The course begins Thursday evening, September 13, and meets each Thursday after that
for 15 sessions or until the LSAT exams are
taken. Further information and registration
forms may be obtained by- writing Mrs.
Virginia Parker, Director of Special Studies,
University of New Haven, West Haven, Con-

This Week

Tuesday, May 8
1:30 p.m.—Varsity Golf—Springfield and A.I.e. at
Springfield
3:00 p.m.—Varsity Baseball— Springfield—-Home
3:00 p.m.—Varsity Tennis—U.R.I.—Home
3:30 p.m.—Track—W.P.I.-Away
6:30 and 7:00 p.m.—Phi Beta Kappa Initiation and
Dinner—Alumni Lounno ami Hamlln Hall
7:00 p.m.—MHBoG—Alumni Lounge
7:00 -p.rn.-r.SlMS—McCook 102
7:30 p.m.-—Film: The Emiarnnts—Clnestudio
8.15 p.m.—"An Hour With Emily DIcKenson" by Mildred
Dunnock—General
Admissions $2.00.
Students
$1.00—Goodwin Theatre

•hi

li

jM-'iff'fl

9:00 ^j.m.—Bible Sludy—Ttie Letter 1o the Romans'- Chapel
Wednesday, May 9
12:30 p.m.—-Tho Eucharist—Chapel
4:00 p.m.—American Jewish Cornm. Lecture by the Rev,
Ronald Whitney-—LSC Auditorium
7:30 p.m.—Film: Tho Darwin Adventure— Cinestudio
9:15 p.m.—Film: Sounder—Cinostudio
Thursday, May 10
Beginning of Reading Days
1:00p.m.— Varsity Golf—Harvard and M.I.T. at Harvard
3tOO p.m.—Freshman Tennis—Loomis—Home
7:30 p.m.—Film: The Darwin Adventure—Cinestudio
9:15 p.m.—-Film: Sounder—Cinestudio
10:30 p.m.—The Eucharist—Chapel
f jrtdtov, May l i
AftBrt>oqn^-tF-esttval of Arts—Dance Celebration followed
by a Poetry; Presentation—Quad A.A.C.
Varsity Tennls-^New Englands at Williams
4:00 p.m.—Varsity Baseball—M.I.T.—Away
6:45 p.m.—Hlllel Shabbat Service and Kiddush—Goodwin Lounge
7:30 p.m.—Film; The Darwin Adventure—Cinestudio
9:15—Film: Soundei—Cinestudio
Saturday, May 12
Track—Easterns—Away
Men's Crew—Dad Vail a1 Phlla.
Varsity Tennis—New Englancts at Williams

4:00 p.m.—All College Borbectie—Field House
7:30 p.m.—Concert by Trinity Pipes—Field House
7:30 p.m.—Film: The Darwin Adventure—Cinostudlo
9:00—Two Folk Groups—The Dlllards—Doc Watson and
Son-—Field House
9:15—Film: Sounder—Cinestudio
Sunday, Moy 13
10:30 a.m.—The Eucharist, celebrating the 150th Anniversary—Preacher will be Krister Stendohl, Dean of tho
Mnrvafd Divinity School—Chapel
12:00 Noon—Carillon Concert by James R. Lnwr.on,
Carillonneur of Riverside Church, Now York City Chiipol
•1:005:00 p.m.- Tours of the Campus conducted by
Cerberus for the Community
' 1:15 p.m.—Newman Apostolato Mass Alumni Lounge
' 7:30 p.m.- -Film: Tho Darwin Adventure—Cinestudio
9:15 p.m.-Film: Sounder—Cinestudio
Monday, May 14
6:45 and 7:15 p.m.—Annual Crew Dinner—Faculty Club
and Hamlin, Hall
7:30 p.m.—A Special Program Celebrating the 150th
Anniversary of Trinity College—Cinestudio
0:15 p.m.—Kenneth Burke, Senior Symposium Lecture,

nectlcut 065)6.

! u i n • ' • ' ' » < ' • • » ' •.P'M

Fulbright

Going Away?

This is not tho kind of fellowship flint you
for hastily fit 1ho last minuto, II rmiuinis n lot of
careful, advanced thought ami prwwrallon.
Now is tho time to IK; i:on!ii<li>rln(-i it anil
planning it so lhat when you return to COIIWIP in
September you will bo all sot to lino.up leftr.'rn
of recommendation, submit your ntatimient of
purpose, and fill out the forms. In this way you
will avoid thai frantic rush to moot th« (tatttlliu'
and bo sure to maximize your chance!) of
receiving this grant. Incidentally, now is al'io
the time to think of preparing yourself
linguistically for the f"ulbrlf|hl. All <)rant!> for

p,n;V;0ro

Ut

;»»n»* ""•«"•«« corn-,p O nd 0 nts In thoTn
»l |.rov.( . „ „ t . i , tommunlly with first
>""*»'«'"»< •»=" «' w i m t i r s like HOlnq osc
«.ul<™ oi uM! rnrmn .,,udy programs £
I).,,,, WiiMow »i.-. y or may not c,i ve credit for
ll«v.r; «f you who «io intend to r,o ahroad, and
Mnv,.,«.. I ri«i , ) , . „ „ win.;l<,wof your intentions,
vv,iiH.n,;,. i V inM ,>•.,!.«(•( in the man providing
(»«'«inn«f. tor M«rl. ! s . Anyone, else interested
•(<,„,,•• ,, mU} j n b o x m i

"I Wont To Wrili.'A Sdlire" Goodwin TH«(ilru
Tuesday, May IS
7:30 p.m. A Spori.il Protimin CHdirfilimi llui iMiti
Anniversary of Trinity Collnnn- Cin«r,hnlii>
9:00 p.m.—-Bible Study Tt«! Lrtflwr, lo ihi( Koiium
s Chapel Untlorsrolt
10:30 p.m. --Complino Ch.ipi'l
Wednesday, May 16
12:30 p.m. - Giich.irlsl Clinpol
3:30 p.m.- Corumony (it Iho "iliiliMHif Bi«;li«|i llinvvai'll m
Honor o( Iho ISOIh Anriivi'rrwtry lol lowed hy Honor's p.iy (in
ense of rflin The Chcipvl)
7:30 p.m. r i l m : 2001, A Spiicc Oilyssoy (W-IIIKIIO
(1:18 p.m.- Student The/ilro Arh froiiiiclinn iiMlurlitti
"Hnm Omi.'lollu" n sallru improvlruitiuii IJ<KI",I mi iiitmli'l
and "Snrah o. nivine", ii musii.ni hivyrnpiiy <n
.,ti,in
llcrnhiirdt Goodwin ThiMtrv
Thursday, May 17
7:30 p.m.---Fllm" 2001, A Space Ody,,5«y CinMlu
9:00 p.m. Rork Concorl hy llio Jiiiriirj Miiiilu
Blut's Band and S.miworlh W.if,hin(ilon Mown
10:30 p.m. Tho EucHarlal Chniwl
Friday, Moy 17

) :to D in
li i'r ii iii
ill O

i iim tool. A space Odyssey Cincsludlo
t iiiiii'i'i Itir Organ and Brass. Jonathan B.

1.1O i i m ttuiviiuitidh on thi' Future ol American
Higher l.tluuilMJli iifHHfwin IMIMlrt)
tnek tli-.v fniilAiKt'i ill Uruwii llnlvcniily
fi (Hi IMII i*Trt I'ftiiiin for ini'Mih^r'. til thif JiiMiior Class
dm! ihi'ir (nmiiii.', nt\fl UIM:M'>. MnmiCiirii, friiculty and
Aiiiiiuit^ifdtiiiiti rnii'.iiift fotirt Un '.n^o 'il r»iln, A.A.C.)
' in |i in I iim join, A SpsKti Odyraty Cinostudlo
il it) it in "liii))'," (fiiijiiri Hy Itii.' M.iillni'd Symphony
wiUi ! i'i,'dv AMi]i>r",on fiiiidiutinii (in HIM.1 ol rain,
i A ( i g,i ( i,i
!iiimlity. May 3d
i(t nil ii in hfif trtl.iiiii'jiti,1 'W-rvic Quad
I Pi i n n to-wnutn Amrttiiiiiln Mii'i'i Alumni lounflo
•Mill i i m • • Mf.iti f imiiiifiu I'ini'nl (In cnio nl rain,
t A t; I

QII.'KI

) in D in
'i W i> in

1 ilin Ttui CiOucliBr' tiiit«ilud!o
Fnlm, Thu Trojan Womon Kineriludlo

CIERi'S PHARMACY
(pran. Series)
130 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
CORNER OF BROAD STREET

247-7926
We look forward to serving you
better in our new modern store.
All Essential Needs
Prompt Courteous Attention
Open daily 8 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
Sundays 3 AM- to 5:00 P.M.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT'L. BDS.
4 .' ' ' ' i

* Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and professional schools
• Six and twelve session courses
•Small groups
"Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field

>i A

'Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to-a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week

enjoy
coming - time to get it together with lots of time
Whether you're going on the man nr I » ^ M . I - be-ieve in, or just h/nging

things

Special Compact Courses during
Weekends -

Intercessions

Summer Sessions

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

distance cails that you L l ^ T ^ T
your phone in the fall, if you're coming back

167S E m l«lh Slrnt Btooklyn, N V
II12| 336-5300

NOTE:
LSAT ALSO GIVEN
/IN CONN. AREA
CALL 203-653-7519
DAYS EVENING*. WEEKENDS

•s2~

And thanks for the opportunity to serve you.

SINCE 1938

Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
Yht Tutarutg School uith the Natianmtdt Reptitalut*

Southern New England Teleph
one

, tounlrlos have
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Union Feast*

Laxmen Bomb URI and Nichols

By Meat & Dog

everything went wrong in the second half
and Union blew the Bantams out of the
ballpark, outscoring them 7-1.
Against Nichols Trinity excelled in all
aspects of the game. Expecting a physical
game, Trinity entered the tilt resolved to
keep their cools, although they did draw
more penalties than the Bisons. Nick
Bensley led the scoring parade with six
goals,, while Jeff Ford had a strong shutout
well into the third period. "Mondo" Wyle
came in to effectively thwart Nichols attemps the rest of the way.
Post game honors went to Shake & Bake
Bensley as star of the game, and to Meatman Twardy, who received accolades as
honorable mention star, and was also
credited with an assist by the public address

The varsity laxmen won two out of three
games last week, beating the University of
Rhode Island 10-3 and Nichols 11-3, while
losing to Union 11-4.
Nick Bensley led the scoring parade
against Rhode Island with 6 goals. Defenseman Rip Lincoln scored a goal and
assisted on another, while Chris Mooney
Nat Williams, and Dave "quickstick" Ford
netted one apiece. Al Stark, Dave Lander
and Ron Kaplan played their usual
aggressive, hustling game.
Trinity played two games against Union
on Wednesday. Playing excellent lacrosse
for the first 29 minutes of the game, Trinity
was tied 3-3 until Union scored a goal with 18
seconds left in the first half. Unfortunately,

Duckett Sets Record
Cinda
Laxlady Cinda Kittredge passes
off to another attacker in a recent
women's lacrosse tilt. The women
travel to Oxford for their final game
this afternoon.

announcer whose friendship Meat cultivated
with the promise of a few post game frosties.
With a record of 5-4, Trinity could achieve
a winning year by beating Wesleyan on
Wednesday. A big turnout by Bantam
supporters would appreciably help the
cause. This will be the last chance to see
graduating stars such as Gino Coney, Gypsy
Johansen, Craig "Cap'n" Colgate, Jon
"Back to Nature" Stevens, Dog Saunders,
Erich "Woo Woo" Wolters, Jim "Boston
Body" Finn, and Meatman Twardy (who is
primed for a rematch with the Wes goalie),
who will be spared the further coaching (?)
of Assistant Coach Don "Long Hairs"
Viering.
Support your local Bantam laxmen at 3:00
at Wesleyan on Wednesday. Thank You!

frontpage twelve

life (as a leg of the relay), and turned in a weight"events (save for the javelin). The the team's points this year. Senior sprinter
51.5 split, the fastest Trinity clocking in any following weekend the thinclads travel to Rob Coith will also be lost to graduation.
one-lap run this year.
Brown for the New England Championships, Problems can therefore be anticipated in
The team has one more dual meet, at where Duckett, Raws, and Czajkowski the weights (though freshman Novak can be
WPI, and the Worcester school is favored. should all fare well.
expected to pick up some of the slack there,)
Saturday will find the harriers at CCSC for
Prospects for next year are good but not and in the distances. Other events, notably
the Eastern Championships, and the team excellent. Seniors Ed Raws (captain) and the sprints, should be fairly strong. The
has a chance at winning places in the Rob Haff will be sorely missed: between the team should improve, and an elusive winsprints, long and triple jumps, mile run, and two of them, they accounted for over 1/4 of ning season could become a reality.

Typos to Meet WRTC

®

«

from page twelve
Sanderson, Pete Taussig, Alex Trocker,
Dave Levin, Danny Reese, Steve Barkan
(in left field), Steve Cherniak (in right
field, of course), and Lindsay Mann who
will be our desi&nated hitter just as soon
as she figures which side of the batter's
box to stand in, (I didn't think it was that
funny eifher, but Lindsay asked me to
print it). Stephen Fischer has promised
us that he will show up for the game topbut only if his uniform gets back from the
cleaners in time. The remaining players
will be comprised of staff members who
didn't make it to training camp this afternoon in Matthew's office.
Like a good little newsboy I even got
some quotes from the opposition for those
of you who can stop laughing long enough
to finish reading this:

Photo by David Levin

Scull and Stump
Bill Scully (above), one of Trinity's top hitters with a,n\
is shown here striding into a pitch but letting it go. He'l1*
Captain John Suroviak (right) will not,and hisf.nep.tch.

missed.

Critic Replies
from page five
ceptualization - there seemed to be very
little core to the dancing: movement for the
sake of filling time and space becomes
senseless unless the creator's eye is keen
enough to visually perceive the full impact
of his work. For example why were the lines
of dancers always restricted to either two
diagonals or random areas? There were
only brief encounters with the dead center
backcourt area; this area is particularly
strong in visual appeal. But the use of the
room for its own space seemed secondary to
the intent of the choreographers.

To those who found my review disturbing I
can only close by saying that in many ways
the concert seemed that way to me; am
sure the roots of our anxieties probably lie in
S r e n t beds. My review was laudatoryof
all the dancers-their efforts and time
produced another interesting P « » n n c e ;
Growth is a difficult process-the dance
depTrtment has had many pains. The least
of them should be my or anyone else s
reviews.
Jill Anne Silverman

.
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"Bar Door" Dunham says, "The
Tripod Staff better bring their
thesauruses so they find sufficient
numbers of adjectives to describe the
'long taters' we will hit into the ChapeJ
Courtyard."
...Pretty funny huh? I wonder if he
plays softball as well as he talks?
How about this one?
"Happy Harry" says, "The only hope
you guys got, is Matthew Moloshok is SO
UGLY - if he pitches we'll be laughing so
hard we might not be able to hit the
...I think I know why nobody listens to
the radio station around here...
Incidentally, Matthew will be pitching
on Wednesday; so laugh while you can
"Happy Harry" and "Bar Door"...baby.
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Prepare for

Trin Wins Callow Cup
By Peter Pan

Photo by David Levin

. and Over

Sophomore Joe Calabro, Trinity's top pole-vaulter, soars over the 12'6"
barrier to grab first place vs. Wesley an in the Bantams' last home meet of the
season. See story, below.

This week the crew went up to Worcester, in its (nullifying heal and to a credible
Mass, for the Callow Cup Regatta, also showing in the finals. Wonders never cease.
known as the New England Championships.
The, light weights rowed their best race so
The Varsity and J. V. heavies won, the freshmen won, the pair won, and the lightweight far, stylistically. Unfortunately, they lacked
the power to maintain their early lead and
Varsity and four lost.
they were rowed under by Coast Guard,
Moons says he wants good press on this Marisl, and U.lt.L Tins lights continue to
number but there's really not much to nay, improve with uvury rttce and with a week
The Varsity and J.V. heavy races were Ixffore tin; nationals have the opportunity
pretty boring, in that despite competition and ability to coaltnseu into a truly superb
from good crews, notably Marat, the. unit.
Trinity crews were so manifestly superior
Well, that's over with. This weekend we go
that the races ended up being scrambles for
second place. The Varsity pair of Goldberg down to Phtlly (it's being opened especially
and Harder were just as bad, in that they for us) to row the Dad Vail Regatta. For
won by some ridiculously huge margin, some of us it will be the last Vail, and for
despite Milt's tendency to take a break some of them it will be the last time they row
in an eight (sob). Anyway, next year some
every now and then throughout the race.
amazing people will be gone, like Rick Ricci
The freshmen were a different story. They and Dave Brown, Varsity oarsmen and
took their qualifying heat without heroic Trinity's National Champion pair. Chad
effort, but in the finals, they had to bust ass. Mooney, Jojo White, and Dick Dreux are
Eight from the start, it looked like they'd going, too, They are J.V. oarsmen and along
had it, and this time without taking a dive. with keeping their own boat flying, they are
But they settled in and ground out a great also some of the reasons tha Varsity is so
middle thousand metres, taking first place fast. John Fennerty, a sophomore, wants
with about 500 to go. The Bantams then held people to know that he too is dynamite. The
off Marist's sprint and returned the fresh- lights are losing Steve Prudden, John
man trophy to Trin, the eleventh Trinity Gatsos and Scott Bedinglkld. Prudden is the
weirdest one to look at, but Gatsos is the real
victory in fourteen years.
nut. Bedingfield is from Oregon and can't
The four rowed better than it ever has wait to get back. Malcolm Poole is a Varsity
before, and it was beaten by crews that oarsman who is also graduating - he is damn
concentrate on small boat competition, ttob good but I wanted him to think I wasn't
Rosenberg stroked the boat to second place going to mention him.

Harriers Drop 3 of 4 Meets

Duckett Blazes to Record 9.6 Dash
By Gary Morgans
Sprinting sensation Ron Duckett maintained his undefeated status through three
more track meets last week, and in the
process set the new Trinity record in the 100
yard dash. Pushed hard by his friend and
arch-rival from Amherst, Andre Williams,
Duckett turned in a speedy 9.6 second
clocking in the century last Tuesday on
Andre's own track.
The Duck broke J. Pilligan's mark of 9.7
set in 1947. It marks a major breakthrough
for Ron, for besides being his lifetime best,
it was his first sub-ten-second 100 since last
year's 9,9. The psychological life it provided
was clear: just four days later he turned in a
9.9 in another victory, The 9.6 time was
aided by a tauwind, but Trinity officials
have decided that the record will stand
despite this. Ron Duckett now boasts one of
the fastest 100 times among all schools in
New England, and can be expected to fare
well in that region's championships May 19.
The team as a whole, however, has less
reason for jubilation.
Tuesday's triangular meet at Amherst
with Coast Guard resulted in a double defeat
for Trinity, 851/2-67 1/2-41, with the Middies
coming out on top. Wednesday saw the
thinclads rout Wesley an 99-55, but Saturday

the team lost to Union 98-47.
In their first encounter of the week at
Amherst, the Bantams ran into two string
teams. But besides Duckett's few good
Trinity performances were turned in,
stifling the Bantams' otherwise fair
chances.
Accompanying his excellence in the 100,
Duckett showed strength in the furlong,
winning it in 21.9 seconds, his best 200 of the
year. He anchored the 440-relay team, which
suffered its first defeat, being outclassed by
Amherst's swift 42.6 clocking.
Gary Czajkowski, as usual, took the triple
jump with a leap of 43' 5 1/2". Czajkowski
also placed second in the high jump,
vaulting 5'10".
The other third of the CzajkowskiDuckett-Raws team, weightman Ed Raws,
provided the only other first place finish for
the Bantams, copping 5 points for his-heave
of the discus. Raws also managed a second
in the shot put, as well as a third in the
hammer, wielding the ball and chain 144'2",
his best this year.
The following day saw the Bantams in
their final homestand, against Wesleyan, a
hurting team. It was a remake of the Middlebury meet, as Duckett took the 100 (10.0)
and 220 (22.8), Czajkowski the triple jump
(43'3 1/2") and high jump (6'0"), and Raws

the hammer Q43'4"), discus (149'7"), and
shot put (47*7 1/2"),
Andy Taussig won his specialty, the 120
yard hurdles, in 16.4, while Jeff Clark came
in first in the 440 yd. hurdle event. Gary
Morgans made a final curve, come-frombehind victory in the 400, edging out
teammate Don Baur. Eric Wright scored a
1st, 2nd and 3rd in the long, triple, and high
jumps, respectively. Joe Calabro and Hal
Sitmllen combined for a 1-2 finish in the pole
vault (both at 12'6"), while Vic Novak
followed Raws in the shot put and discus,
taking second in each. The 1/4-mile relay
team had no trouble in their sprint event,
but the mile relay team couldn't quite put it
together, despite their 3:55.5 clocking, their
best this year.
It was Parents' Weekend at Union College
this weekend, and the droves of elders who
turned out in the cool temperatures were not
disappointed, as their tracksters squashed
the Bantams. Yet several good Trinity
performances were recorded in the losing
effort.
Duckett and Czajkowski continued in their
winning ways, as both remained undefeated
in their specialties. Ron turned in times of
9.9 (100) and 22,2 (220), while Czajkowski
outdid his opposition in the triple jump with
afineleapof44'3/4". In "anchoring" the 400

relay, Duckett found himself far behind
when the baton almost got to him. He
realized the only chance for victory was if he
received the stick at a full sprint, but he took
off too fast, and the handoff could not be
consummated. Czajkowski also placed a
close second in the high hurdles. High
hurdler Andy Taussig took I lie im:d boards
Sat. morning, and arrived at Union five
minutes after the hurdles were run.
Rob Haff captured the mile with a time of
4:27.1, his best this year, while teammate
Jim Forbes came in third. Gary Morgans
held off a Union threat at the end of the 400
and went on to win it in 52.7 seconds. Frank
Holmes showed his perserverence as he
copped third place in the grueling 3 mile
(15:54). Archie Colander found Union a bit
too tough in the half mile, as all three of
their runners finished in less than 2 minutes.
Ed Haws garnered three second places: in
the discus, shot put, and javelin (the
hammer was not thrown). Haws is not a
javelin thrower, and his 2nd place was quite
a surprise, if not a farce.
The mild relay team lost again, but this
time it had some stellar help, Hon Duckett, a
natural quarter miler, ran the first 440 of his
'('ontimimltm t'.ll)

Tripod, WRTC
Bantams Return from Maine Wounded; Play on Quad

Split With Wesleyan Earlier in Week
By Doug Sanderson
The Trinity College baseball team played
five games last week, all on the road, and
saw their record drop to 6-6. First they
traveled to Wesleyan Wednesday for a
doubleheader which they split,, winning 8-1
and losing 6-2. Then they won Friday,
beating Bowdoin 4-3, and lost both ends of a
doubleheader to Colby 3-2 and 7-0 on
Saturday.
'
This reporter shall dwell on the two victories since a) they were, of course, much
better games, b) they are more fun to write
about, c) there is a space limitation (don't
anyone say who imposed it) and d) that's
what all the other colleges' reporters do.
Trinity ace righthander John Suroviak
was the pitcher in the first Wesleyan contest. He was given an early lead in the first
inning on a walk, sacrifice and single, by
Bill Scully, but the Cardinals countered with
an unearned run in the bottom of the inning.
In the second, Mike Hoskinson singled,
Dave Kuncio and Stump Surov4ak walked,
and Bob Andrian received an infield hit for
one run. Larry Haas; who was o-for-0 in four
at-bats in the game, delivered a sacrifice fly

for another run, Scully walked, and clean-up
man Rick Hall singled for two more. The
sixth run scored on a ground-out by slumpridden Joe McCabe.
Given a comfortable lead, Stump coasted
home, giving up six hits, whiffing nine and
walking the same man three times in the
seven-inning game, Of note also were two
fine hauls by centerfielder Bill Carpenter
and a tremendous triple (and out at the
plate) by shortstop Dave Kuncio that would
easily have been gone here at Trin.
The second game was unfortunate. John
Kindl and his successor Mike Getz both were
wild, splitting 10 walks between them. Wes
scored three runs in the first without a hit.
Only Roger McCord, who had pitched eight
strong innings of relief on Monday, looked
good, retiring the Cards in order in the
seventh. Trinity's on*ly runs came on a
McCabe double and two grounders in the
fifth, and a Scully triple and Hall single in
the sixth.
Friday at Bowdoin Coach Robie Shults,
desparate for pitching, named Kuncio to
pitch. He responded with a strongarm job —

eight hitsh&e seight
walks & seven strikeouts.
wl^u
" a n d h e h 't another triple,
'th * u?uSCQre t i e d a t t h r e e »n the top of
the eighth, runners on first and third
Trinity executed a double steal S c K
S
1 third with the
ah
C?hf
But
the I™"
game was not over g°yet ^d run
In the bottom of the ninth Bowdoin loaded
he bases. With two outs, the count went to
hree-and-two on Chris Adams, andI h°
looped a soft liner toward left. But Larry
Haas the normal thirdbaseman playing
shortstop, charged out and made a great
fc
catch to end the game
Suroviak started Saturday's first game
but, pitching on only two days' rest couM
ast only five inning's. Bill Seullv came S
and took the loss, Colby's Mules scored
seven runs off Mike Getz in the fourth i n n S
of the second game for the victory in a g a S
in which Trinity's only hit off freshman ?Sn
Parowsk! was a bad-hop grounder by HaSs.
The team's last two games are todav her*

against Springfield at s.-oo and a? fig

Friday afternoon at 4:00.

By Rapimzel
Alright vou Seabury Giants and other
assorted "Fraternity" softball bums...
we've put up with your respective excuses for athletic prowess all spring.
This Wednesday at three p.m. »»e
undefeated Tripod Typos are taking on
the likes of a WRTC Kadio Staff team
that has yet to win a single game in intramural competition. God only knows why
we've condescended to give these
derelicts twenty minutes of our time which is about how long it will take for
Matthew Moloshok to strike them all out.
But, I must say something in their favor,
they talk a lot "which may nut Iw much to
anyone but a newspaper writer who has
bwn drinking all aftonwim prior to
writing thus.
Suffice to say, if we dmi't bury those
wireless wierdus on Wednesday. I *>»
personally vat this page ut* tfw Tripod a<
dinner time in Mathvr Hail
or. »l,
Mather Hail. I wiJ) oat den-!
ner. whichever ss worse
Our lineup will mure or less K aS
follows, depending of ctiurs* on
shown up - Matthew Moloahok,
""«„*!-.. ~A

......
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